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ABSTRACT

Explore on 3D images to understand our 3D real world
by
Peiyi Li
Our world is composed of 3-dimension objects. Every one of us is living in a world
with X, Y and Z axis. Even though the way we record our world is usually taking a
photo: reduce dimensionality from 3-dimension to 2-dimension, the most natural and
vivid way to understand the world, and to interact with it, is to sense from our 3D real
world. We human beings are sensoring our 3D real world everyday using our build-in
stereo system: two eyes. In another word, the raw source data human beings obtain
to recognize the real 3D world has depth information. It is not difficult to figure out:
Will it help if we give machines depth map of a scene during understanding the 3D
real world using computer vision technologies?
The answer is yes. Following this concept, my research work is focused on 3D
topics in Computer Vision. 3-dimension world is the most intuitive and vivid world
human beings can perceive. In the past, it is very costly to get 3D raw source data.
However, things have changed since the release of many 3D sensors in recent decades.
With the help of many modern 3D sensor, I am motivated to choose my research
topics among this direction. Nowadays, 3D sensor has been used in various aspects
of industries. In gaming industry, we have many kinds of commercial in-door 3D
sensors. This kind of sensors can generate 3D cloud points in in-door environment
with very cheap cost. Thus, provides depth information to traditional computer vision
algorithms, and achieves state-of-the-art detection results of human body skeleton.
3D sensor in gaming brings out new ways to interact with computers. In medical
industry, engineers offer cone beam computed tomography (CBCT). The raw source
data this technology provides gives doctors the idea of holographic structure of target
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soft/hard tissue. By extend pattern recognition algorithms from 2D to 3D, computer
vision scientists can now suggest doctors with 3D texture feature, and help them
when diagnose.
My research works are along these two lines. In medical image, by looking into
trabecular bone 3D structures, I want to use Computer Vision tools to interpret the
most tiny density change. In human-computer-interaction task, by studying the 3D
point cloud, I want to find a way to estimate human hand pose.
First of all, in Medical Image, by using Computer Vision methods, I want to find
out a useful algorithm to distinguish bone texture patterns. This task is critical in
clinical diagnosis.
Variations in trabecular bone texture are known to be correlated with bone diseases, such as osteoporosis. In my research work, we propose a multi-feature multiROI (MFMR) approach for analyzing trabecular patterns inside the oral cavity using
cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) volumes. For each dental CBCT volume,
a set of features including fractal dimension, multi-fractal spectrum and gradient
based features are extracted from eight regions-of-interest (ROI) to address the low
image quality of trabecular patterns. Then, we use generalized multi-kernel learning
(GMKL) to effectively fuse these features for distinguishing trabecular patterns from
different groups. To validate the proposed method, we apply it to distinguish trabecular patterns from different gender-age groups. On a dataset containing dental CBCT
volumes from 96 subjects, divided into gender-age subgroups, our approach achieves
96.1% average classification rate, which greatly outperforms approaches without the
feature fusion.
Besides, in human-computer-interaction task, the most natural way is to use your
hand pointing things, or use a gesture to express your ideas. I am motivated to
estimate all skeleton joint locations in 3D space, which is the foundation of all gesture
understanding. Through logical decision on these skeleton join locations, we can
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obtain the Semantics behind the hand pose gesture.
So, the task is to estimate a hand pose in 3D space, locating all skeletal joints. A
real-time 3D hand pose estimation algorithm is then proposed using the randomized
decision forest framework. The algorithm takes a depth image as input and generates
a set of skeletal joints as output. Previous decision-forest-based methods often give
labels to all points in a point cloud at a very early stage and vote for the joint locations.
By contrast, this algorithm only tracks a set of more flexible virtual landmark points,
named segmentation index points (SIPs), before reaching the final decision at a leaf
node. Roughly speaking, an SIP represents the centroid of a subset of skeletal joints,
which are to be located at the leaves of the branch expanded from the SIP. Inspired
by a latent regression-forest-based hand pose estimation framework, we integrate SIP
into the framework with several important improvements. The experimental results
on public benchmark datasets show clearly the advantage of the proposed algorithm
over previous state-of-the-art methods, and the algorithm runs at 55.5 fps on a normal
CPU without parallelism.
After the study on RGBD (RGB-depth) images, we have come to another issue.
When we want to take advantage of our algorithms, and make an application, we
find it really hard to accomplish. The majority of devices today are equipped with
RGB cameras. Smart devices in recent years rarely have RGBD cameras on them.
We have come to a dilemma that we are not able to apply our algorithms to more
general scenarios. So I have changed my perspective to try some 3D reconstruction
algorithms on ordinary RGB cameras.
As a result, we shift our attention to human face analysis in RGB images. Detection faces in photos are critical in intelligent applications. However, this is far
from enough for modern application scenarios. Many application requires accurate
localization of facial landmarks. Face Alignment (FA) is critical for face analysis, it
has been studied extensively in recently years. For academia, research work among
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this line is challenging when face images have extreme poses, lighting, expressions,
and occlusions etc. Besides, FA is also a fundamental component in all face analysis
algorithms. For industry, once having these facial key point locations, many impossible applications becomes reachable. A robust FA algorithm is in great demand. We
developed our proposed Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) on Deep Learning
framework Caffe while employing a GPU server of 8 NVIDIA TitanX GPUs. Once
finalized the CNN structure, thousands of human-labeled face image data are used to
train the proposed CNN on a GPU server cluster with 2 nodes connected by Infinite
Band. Each node has 4 NVIDIA K-40 GPU on its own. Our framework outperforms
deep learning state-of-the-art algorithms.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In computer vision research, there are two main categories of algorithms. One
is classification algorithm, and the other one is regression algorithm. Classification
algorithms can do things such as categorize image texture pattern. On the other
hand, regression algorithms can do things such as find the exact location/coordinates
of certain target/object. When we extend our reach from 2D images (such as photos,
paintings) to 3D images (such as 3D point cloud, CBCT), we will also meet these two
categories of algorithms.
Collectively, the thesis address both classification and regression algorithms using
different 3D image source data:
1. 3D texture pattern recognition and classification is the problem to understand the 3D input data texture pattern. Texture is ubiquitous and provides
useful cues of material properties of objects and their identity, especially when
shape is not useful or is absent [18]. As a result, a significant amount of effort,
coming from both industry and academia, in the computer vision community
has gone into recognizing/classifying texture via tasks such as texture perception [3, 5, 29, 31] and description [17, 28], material recognition [55, 74, 75],
segmentation [6, 59], and even synthesis [23, 98].
These kind of algorithm demand is not only limited in 2D pictures, but also
in 3D images. For example, in medical image, the main basis for diagnosis on
Osteoporosis is on 3D trabecular bone volumn texture pattern (Fig. 1.1(a)). In
this case, the raw data a dentist usually obtain is like what is given in Fig. 1.1(b).
1

(a) Ideal trabecular bone
3D reconstruction model [61]

(b) Dental trabecular bone under CBCT

(c) A set of dental trabecular bone CBCT from one single subject, manually
cropped by doctors. These volumes have similar 3D texture pattern.

(d) Example trabecular CBCT cubes cropped from left condyles. From
left to right: Female Younger (FY), Female Older (FO), Male Younger
(MY), and Male Older (MO).
Figure 1.1: Examples of trabecular bone tissue structure (both normal healthy one
and one with osteoporotic) extracted from dental CBCT
As we can see, due to the low resolution of dental CBCT, it is extremely hard
to distinguish 3D trabecular tissue patterns like what is given in Fig. 1.1 (c).
At this time, computer vision technology comes to play a very important role
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in helping the diagnosis. We can use a set of dental trabecular bone CBCT
from the same subject (Fig. 1.1 (c)), fusing the volumn features, and comes to
a classification result: either healthy, or osteoporotic.
2. Cross Gender-Age Trabecular Texture Analysis is to investigate whether
multiple 3D texture features in different regions-of-interest (ROIs) on cone beam
computed tomography (CBCT) are correlated with gender-age variation of trabecular patterns.
As a major health problem in the United States, osteoporosis afflicts 55% of
Americans aged 50 and above [30]. Early diagnosis of osteoporosis is very important to prevent more serious complications such as hip fracture. The current
gold standard for osteoporosis diagnosis for senior patients is based on the Bone
Mineral Density (BMD) measured by the Dual Energy X-ray Absorptiometry
(DEXA) in the hip and spine region [44]. However, when applied to routine
examination for osteoporosis screening, such a gold standard may introduce a
significant financial burden.
A potential low cost osteoporosis prescreening method is through the analysis of dental imaging data, which is collected during routine clinical dental
examination at almost no additional cost. In particular, trabecular bone structures in the jaws have been studied for their correlation with bone porosity
[68, 82, 99, 100, 104]. Despite these studies, it remains an open problem to
effectively use dental data for osteoporosis prescreening.
Motivated by the difficulty in distinguishing them (Fig. 1.1 (c)(d)), we provide
a solution to select those features with rich information in 3D texture patterns
even cross gender-age.
3. 3D hand pose estimation is the problem to estimate hand pose in 3D space.
Skeleton detection and pose estimation on highly articulated object are always a
3

(a) Illustration of input depth image and hand pose estimation in 3D space, output
16 skeleton joint locations, 3 different viewpoint offered. [84]

(b) Illustration of labeling distortion in training data
Figure 1.2: Examples of 3D hand pose estimation, input a depth image (point cloud),
output 16 skeleton joint coordinates in 3D space.
challenging topic in computer vision. For example, accurate estimation for hand
gesture or human body pose plays a very important role in human-computer
interaction. Because of the practical value associated with this topic, it has
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been attracting efforts from both the industry and academia.
Articulated hand pose estimation shares a lot of similarities with popular 3D
body pose estimation. The difference of task lies in: Body poses usually occupy
larger regions in the depth images with fewer self-occlusion. Hands, on the
contrary, are often captured in a lower resolution. As shown in Fig. 1.2(a),
missing parts and quantisation error is common in hand pose data, especially
at small, partially self-occluded parts such as finger tips [86]. Unlike sensor
noise and depth errors in [32] and [9], it is very hard to repaire or smooth these
artefacts. In consequence, a large discrepancy is observed between synthetic
and realistic data. What’s more, manually labelled realistic data are extremely
costly to obtain. Public benchmark dataset usually has severe distortion like in
Fig. 1.2(b). This property also set a huge challenge when train a robust hand
model.

Figure 1.3: Application based on face landmark location detection. Because of the requirement that putting different make-ups in the right places respectively,
we need to know the locations of all facial landmarks ahead.

5

Figure 1.4: Illustration of real-time face alignment in the wild (without initilizaed
face detection bounding box). As we can see, differenct viewpoints, illumination, poses, occlusion situations are handled by CNN regression
framework.

4. Real-time Face Alignment is the problem to estimate facial landmark (key
point) locations. It is critical for face analysis, it has been studied extensively
in recently years. For academia, research work among this line is challenging
when face images have extreme poses, lighting, expressions, and occlusions etc.
Besides, FA is also a fundamental component in all face analysis algorithms
mentioned above. For industry, once having these facial key point locations,
many impossible applications becomes reachable. For an example shown in
Fig. 1.4, for automatic facial image beautification, accurate localization of facial landmarks often determines the quality of the performance. A robust FA
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algorithm is in great demand.
We are addressing this problem by employing Deep Learning (DL) technology.
Research work among DL has made a great progress in FA task. The implement of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) has fulfilled this demand, and
thus makes it practical to some applications. Training a CNN requires massive
computing time. Without GPU computing technology, this amount of time
is intolerable. The task of training a CNN requires parallel computing on all
neurons, each single neuron training thread has identical computing operation,
and is independent to other neurons. This character makes CNN training procedure perfect to GPU computing technology. On GPU Technology Conference
(GTC) 2016, we have proposed a CNN on DL framework Caffe [42] while employing a GPU server of 8 NVIDIA TitanX GPUs. Once finalized the CNN
structure, we plug in tons of human-labelled face image data to train the proposed CNN on a GPU server cluster with 2 nodes connected by Infinite Band.
Each node has 4 NVIDIA K-40 GPU on its own. On public benchmark dataset
(http://ibug.doc.ic.ac.uk/home) our proposed method performs better results
among other state-of-the-art algorithms.

1.1

Dissertation Statement

Our research presents approaches to address these problems of curvilinear structure analysis. The dissertation makes the following contributions for curvilinear structure analysis.
3D features and feature selection is the fundamental elements when we explore 3D texture pattern. Distinguishing features are very essential for problems such
as classification. Our research work is to extend various state-of-the-art 2D feature
extraction algorithms into 3D case. We also need to figure out a way to test whether
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a kind of feature works or not. Filtering out those who are not discriminative, we can
continue doing further research work, such as classification/regression. At this time,
statistic tools are introduced to address this issue. By employing a hypothesis test,
we turn this problem into a statistic correlation problem.
Features and ROIs fusion is a technology to fuse useful information in highdimension space. After obtaining features from many Regions-Of-Interest (ROIs),
our research work is to figure out a way to fuse all the information together so as
to comes out with a classification decision. In our case, the final decision is derived
from a Support Vector Machine (SVM) framework. Since it is know that ROIs all
comes from a single same subject, they are highly correlated with each other. In
order to effectively use information comes from all ROIs in all aspects, instead of
using simple texture descriptions from a single ROI, we propose a Multi-Feature
Multi-ROI (MFMR) representation. The features come from multi-ROIs compose a
high-dimension feature-space, a Multi-Kernel Learning (MKL) classifier with SVM
framework will sugguest the decision.
Feature filter solution is offerred by applying statistic tools. Statistical analysis
on the calculated features is needed to study their effect on separating gender-age
groups. One approach is to study the variances and covariances of these features
among all four gender-age groups through ANOVA (Analysis Of Variance). More
specifically, for a given feature, the null hypothesis is that the feature generates the
same sample mean for all four groups. However, since a long term purpose of the
study is to prepare guidance for feature selection in future statistical prediction tools,
more interests have been shown in finding features that can separate two gender-age
groups. Consequently, a two-sample t-test is more suitable, which is in fact a special
case of ANOVA in that only two groups of samples are involved [47].
Randomized Decision Forest (RDF) and its variations is largely popularized
by their applications in human pose estimation [77, 12, 57, 49, 79, 94]. Our research
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focus on employ a RDF framework to regress hand skeleton joint locations. Random
Forests (RF) is a notion of the general technique of RDF [91, 92] that are an ensemble
learning method for classification, regression and other tasks. We propose to construct
a multitude of decision trees at training time and outputting the mean prediction
(regression) of the individual trees on hand pose estimation task. The property of
randomize from RDF corrects for decision trees’ habit of overfitting to their training
set [93].
Segmentation Index Points (SIPs) are a set of flexible virtual landmark
points. We are motivated to propose this novel concept because we want to find
a more agile way to grow a RDF, thus the trained forest is more robust even under
severe labelling distortion or viewpoint changing. Roughly speaking, a SIP represents
the centroid of a subset of skeletal joints, which are to be located at the leaves of the
branch in RDF expanded from the SIP. We can take it as some key inference points
in point cloud, it guides the retrieve process of a RDF. When grow/train a RDF,
a randomized binary feature (RBF) is generated based on SIPs. This combination
of RBF and SIP makes each tree structure more flexible, and adaptive to differenct
hand gesture.
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) is comprised of one or more convolutional layers (with a down-sampling step) and then followed by one or more fully
connected layers. We take advantage of this typical multilayer neural network in
Deep Learning, and want to address a regression task. The architecture of a CNN
is designed to carry information of the 2D structure within an input image (or other
2D input such as a speech signal). In image recognition, a CNN consists of multiple
layers of small neuron collections which process portions of the input image, called
receptive fields. The outputs of these collections are then tiled so that their input
regions overlap, to obtain a better representation of the original image; this is repeated for every such layer. We use CNN deep learning framework to resolve our
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facial landmarks location regression task.

1.2

Outline of Dissertation

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 introduces the work on trabecular texture analysis in dental CBCT by
multi-ROI multi-feature fusion.
Chapter 3 introduces the work on filtering out useful cross gender-age features by
applying a statistic hypothesis test.
Chapter 4, 5 introduces the work on 3D hand pose estimation using randomized
decision forest with segmentation index points.
Chapter 6 introduces the work on taking advantage of deep learning technology
to resolve the regression problem of face alignment.
Chapter 7 conludes the dissertation research work and introduces the future work.
Besides, in future work section, there is also some description about the undergoing
research work.
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CHAPTER 2

TRABECULAR TEXTURE ANALYSIS IN
DENTAL CBCT BY MULTI-ROI
MULTI-FEATURE FUSION

Variations in trabecular bone texture are known to be correlated with bone diseases, such as osteoporosis. In this chapter we propose a Multi-Feature Multi-ROI
(MFMR) approach for analyzing trabecular patterns inside the oral cavity using Cone
Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) volumes. For each dental CBCT volume, a
set of features including fractal dimension, multi-fractal spectrum and gradient based
features are extracted from eight Regions-Of-Interest (ROI) to address the low image quality of trabecular patterns. Then, we use Generalized Multi-Kernel Learning
(GMKL) to effectively fuse these features for distinguishing trabecular patterns from
different groups. To validate the proposed method, we apply it to distinguish trabecular patterns from different gender-age groups. On a dataset containing dental CBCT
volumes from 96 subjects, divided into gender-age subgroups, our approach achieves
96.1% average classification rate, which greatly outperforms approaches without the
feature fusion.

2.1

Introduction

Variations in trabecular bone textures are known to be correlated closely to bone
density change and therefore can be potentially used to aid the analysis of bone
diseases such as osteoporosis. In the past few decades, analysis of trabecular bone
11

Figure 2.1: A 3D CBCT volume (top left), extracted trabecular ROIs (top right),
hybrid features extracted from these ROIs (middle), and GMKL-based
gender-age classification (bottom).
structure has been presented in a variety of biomedical contexts. The importance
of trabecular perforations in the development of osteoporosis has been introduced
in [67]. Eriksen [24] explains the relation between the profound disintegration of
the trabecular bone network and certain bone diseases [66]. This relation is also
proved by another multicenter trial on trabecular bone which is to assess the effect
of involutional osteoporosis on it [70]. Moreover, studies have shown that the change
of the trabecular bone texture in iliac can foresee osteoporosis based on its surface
texture, volume and thickness; and such pattern change can also distinguish bones
structures of young people from those of seniors [67].
Trabecular bone textures inside the oral cavity have been studied for osteoporosis
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analysis [99, 105]. Previous studies, however, focus on validating the correlation
between the trabecular pattern change and bone density loss. No effective dental
image-based osteoporosis prescreening method has been reported so far.
In this chapter we propose using 3D cone beam computed tomography (CBCT)
for analyzing trabecular textures inside the oral cavity. In particular, for a given 3D
dental CBCT, we first crop regions of interest (ROIs) containing trabecular structures
and then apply texture analysis on these ROIs. An illustration of such trabecular
bone ROIs is shown in Fig. 2.1. Compared with 2D radiographs, CBCT volumes
provide rich 3D information containing important structure information of trabecular
patterns. However, since the trabecular struts are usually much thinner than CBCT
voxels, it is hard to trace the structure directly. In addition, the possible distortion
of CT values in CBCT reconstruction may bring some noise.
To address the above issues, we propose a robust texture analysis approach. First,
instead of using simple texture descriptions from a single ROI, we propose a multifeature multi-ROI (MFMR) representation. In particular, we use a set of features
including fractal dimension, multi-fractal spectrum (MFS) and gradient based features extracted from eight different ROIs in the oral cavity. Then, we fuse these
features in the generalized multi-kernel learning (GMKL) framework, which builds
an effective classifier to distinguish trabecular patterns from different groups. Figure
2.1 summarizes the proposed approach.
The evaluation is conducted on a dataset containing CBCT volumes from 96
subjects in four gender-age subgroups. The experimental results demonstrate clearly
the effectiveness of the feature fusing strategy and the MKL classifier in distinguishing
trabecular patterns from different subgroups.
In the rest of the chapter, Sec. 2.2 describes the proposed methodological framework; Sec. 2.3 gives the experimental results; and Sec. 2.4 concludes the chapter.
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2.2
2.2.1

Methodology
Problem Formulation

We aim to investigate the feasibility of using dental CBCT for the study of bone
density loss. While it has been shown that intensity values in 2D radiographs and
CT volumes are correlated directly to bone density [67, 99], such correlation is less
obvious for CBCT due to the distortion in CBCT reconstruction mentioned before.
Our conjecture is that, although the measurement in CBCT may not be reliable for
bone density estimation, the texture patterns are still useful for bone density loss
study.
We have developed a framework for classifying trabecular patterns using machine
learning tools. In particular, we first extract various types of features from multiple
ROIs, and then fuse the features using MKL.
Note that, while it would be ideal to conduct the study on CBCT datasets with
known bone mass density (BMD) status, i.e., measured by the gold standard, it is
practically very hard to collect such datasets due to the high cost involved. Alternatively, we are taking advantage of the fact that BMD is closely correlated with gender
and age [67, 2].
In [67], it shows that the reduction in trabecular bone volume observed in normal
subjects with increasing age is mainly due to a reduction in plate density. On the other
hand, the further reduction in trabecular bone volume observed in patients with osteoporotic vertebral fracture is also mainly due to a further reduction in plate density.
This study [67] indicates that gender-age-related bone loss in thickness is in a similar
way that osteoporosis takes effect on trabecular bone structure. Consequently, approaches to distinguish trabecular patterns from different gender-age subgroups have
great potentials to be extended for osteoporosis prescreening by trabecular pattern
analysis.
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Motivated by this study, we use a dataset involving subjects having normal BMD
status from different genderage subgroups. Our problem is then formulated as using
trabecular texture analysis to distinguish different genderage subgroups.

2.2.2

Multiple Dental ROIs

Benefiting from the fact that trabecular patterns are distributed in various places
in the oral cavity, we integrate information from multiple ROIs for robustness.
For a dental CBCT volume denoted as S, we use eight ROIs including areas apical
to the maxillary left and right premolars, mandibular left and right lateral incisors
and first molars, left and right condyles. For each ROI, a cube of size 19x19x19
containing trabecular structure is cropped. We denote the eight trabecular cubes as
V = {Vi , i = 1, . . . , 8} .
2.2.3

Feature Descriptors

We extract different types of 3D texture descriptors from each trabecular cube.
Let S = {S (k) : k = 1, . . . , 96} be our sample set containing 96 volumes, each sample
(k)

S (k) has 8 ROIs {Vi

: i = 1, . . . , 8} defined above. Four types of features, denoted as

ψc , c = 1, . . . , 4, are extracted from each ROI. Collecting all these features together,
our proposed 3D texture features for a single sample S (k) are denoted as

(k)

ψ(S (k) ) = {ψc (Vi ) : i = 1, . . . , 8; c = 1, . . . , 4}.

(2.2-1)

After employ feature selection hypothesis test [22], the remaining four different
features are described below.
Multi-fractal spectrum (MFS). The first type of feature (ψ1 ) is the multifractal spectrum (MFS) which has been recently used successfully for general texture
classification [103, 45]. Motivated by the work in [103], we extend MFS from the 2D
case to 3D for describing texture patterns.
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Given a ROI cube V , MFS of V is a sequence of fractal dimensions (FD), which
are calculated on a partition of the support of V . Specifically, the set voxels in V is
first partitioned as a disjoint point set {Λ1 , Λ2 , . . . , Λ8 } according to voxel intensities.
Then FD for each set is estimated using the box counting algorithm [72]. Specifically,
let the space R3 be covered by a mesh of three-dimensional cubes with side length r
(i.e., r-mesh) and a counting function c(Λ, r) is defined as the number of r-mesh hyper
cubes that intersect Λ. Then the box-counting fractal dimension d(Λ) is defined as
log c(Λ, r)
.
r→0 − log r

d(Λ) = lim

(2.2-2)

Finally, the MFS for ROI V is defined as

ψ1 (V ) = (d(Λ1 ), d(Λ2 ), . . . , d(Λ8 )).

(2.2-3)

Fractal Dimension (FD). The second type of feature (ψ2 ) is the fractal dimension of the whole patch, which captures the global density pattern of trabecular
texture. For a ROI V , we first threshold on its intensity to get point set Λ, then
calculate ψ2 (Λ) according to the box counting algorithm [90] described above.
Gradient Magnitude (GM). The third type of feature (ψ3 ) is Gradient Magnitude (GM) which captures the strength of edge responses at voxels.
3D Histogram of Oriented Gradient (3D HOG). The fourth type of feature
(ψ4 ) is the histogram of 3D oriented gradient (3D HOG). This is extended from the 2D
HOG that has been shown to be very robust in capturing discriminative information
in many pattern recognition applications [19]. In particular, for a cube V , we define

ψ4 (V ) = (h1 , h2 , . . . , h20 ).

(2.2-4)

where hi counts the number of voxels whose gradient orientation fall in the ith
gradient orientation bin.
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2.2.4

Generalized Multi Kernel Learning

We formulate our problem as gender-age classification. Let us denote our training
set as {S (k) , y (k) }, where S (k) is a CBCT volume and y (k) its label (i.e., the gender-age
group Si belongs to). For each sample S (k) , we denote its texture vector as

(k)

(k)

x(k) = ψ(S (k) ) = {xi,c = ψc (Vi ) : i = 1, . . . , 8; c = 1, . . . , 4}.

(2.2-5)

The training set is now converted to {x(k) , y (k) }. Among some other texture classification methods [8, 89], we use the generalized multi-kernel learning (GMKL) to
fuse the multiROI multi-feature information. By treating each ROI-feature compo(k)

nent (i.e. xi,c ) with a kernel, GMKL provides a natural and effective means to fuse
multi-ROI multi-feature information.
The classic multi-kernel learning (MKL) assumes the linear combination of kernels
in the form of

K(xi , xj ) =

X

dk Kk (xi , xj ),

(2.2-6)

k

where Kk denotes basis kernels. GMKL breaks the linearity limitation by allowing
non-linear kernel combinations such as

K(xi , xj ) =

Y

Kl (xi , xj ).

(2.2-7)

l

In our study, we use the fusing strategy

Kd (xi , xj ) = e−

P

m

dm xti Am xj

,

(2.2-8)

combined with a sparsity promoting regularizer on the kernel combination coefficient vector d. To learn the GMKL model, given the training dataset {x(k) , y (k) }, we
use the MKL formulation in [97]
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X
1
min wt w +
l(y (i) , f (x(i) )) + r(d)
w,b,d 2
i,r,t

(2.2-9)

subject to d ≥ 0,
where w, d and b are model parameters to be learned, l(.) the standard lost function, and r(.) the regularizer. We use the l1 regularization r(d) = σ t d, where is the
variation to encourage sparsity.
For the above optimization problem, the standard procedure [16] is used to reformulate the primal as a nested two step optimization. We use the same final algorithmic framework given by [97].

2.3
2.3.1

Experiments
Experimental Data

In order to evaluate the proposed method, we used a dataset containing 96 3DCBCT volumes from four genderage subgroups: female younger (FY) than 40 years,
female older (FO) than 40 years, male younger (MY) than 40 years, male older (MO)
than 40 years. Samples(patients) are all of normal BMD. Table 2.1 gives a summary
of the dataset. Each CBCT scan was obtained by using an i-Cat machine (Imaging
Science International, Inc., Hatfield, PA, USA) with a 400x400 matrix taken at 0.3
mm slice thickness, and in average each volume has 327 slices.
Number of samples
Less than 40 years old
More than 40 years old

Female
13
48

Male
8
27

Table 2.1: Trabecular CBCT dataset used in this study
For each volume, a dentist manually cropped the eight ROIs requested in the
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proposed approach. Some examples of trabecular cubes are shown in Figure 2.1.

2.3.2

Experimental Configuration

We use a comparison experiment to investigate the proposed GMKL-based multifeature multi-ROI fusion. From the four gender-age groups, six pairs of subgroups
are generated which require six classification tasks. For each task, we evaluate the
proposed approaches with several baselines described below.
We evaluate the proposed approach in two aspects. First, we study the effectiveness of using GMKL for feature fusion. For this purpose, we include the standard
support vector machine (SVM) as a baseline. Specifically, all features from all ROIs
are concatenated into a long feature vector as input. Then, the SVM is trained on
the input with a single kernel. By contrast, the proposed algorithm fuses all features
by fusing 32 kernels using GMKL.
Second, we compare the proposed approach with baselines that use only a single
ROI with a single type of feature. There are 32 such baselines correspond to the
combination of eight ROIs and four feature types. All the baselines use SVM with a
(k)

single kernel. For example, each S (k) we can extract {xi,c : i = 1, . . . , 8; c = 1, . . . , 4},
which is totally 8 ROIs with 4 features each. So for comparison between two genderage subgroups, instead of training a single classifier, we use SVM to train 32(=8x4)
separate classifiers. We record the accuracies of all these classifiers. In this chapter,
due to the pages limit, we only report the average and the highest accuracies of all
these classifiers.
In summary, we have four accuracies reported in our evaluation for each comparison between two gender-age subgroups. The accuracy of a single kernel SVM, the
average accuracy of all 32 separate SVM classifiers, the highest accuracy among all
32 separate SVM, and the accuracy of our proposed GMKL multi-ROI multi-feature
fusion framework.
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In the classification stage, we conducted a leave-one-out cross validation on the
dataset with the selected features. In the training stage, we left one of the samples
out and used the others for training a model. In the testing phase, we applied the
learnt model to that leaved-out sample and recorded 1 for correct and 0 for incorrect.
Then we repeated this procedure for every single sample. After the cross validation
loop, by counting how many 1’s among all samples, the average classification rates
were reported.
2.3.3

Results

Table 2.2 shows the classification accuracies of different approaches described
above, including the classic SVM classifier that takes all features as input, the SVM
classifier for individual ROI-feature combinations (average and maximum performances), and the proposed GMKL-based solution.

Table 2.2: Performance of different comparison experiments.
Illustrated in Table 2.2, experimental results are very promising considering that
only 24 samples on the average are used for each gender-age subgroup. Our proposed
feature fusing MKL classifier reaches an accuracy of 95% on most of the dataset
subgroups. For a single-tooth singlefeature SVM, even the highest accuracy still fall
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behind our proposed GMKL framework. We expect that more training samples will
further boost the performance.
For the specific feature fusing strategy used in this framework, the results show
that the traditional feature fusing method on SVM performs worse than our proposed
GMKL fusing method. This indicates that for each single kind of feature descriptor,
it will lose certain discriminative information which may be used for prescreening
purposes. Only in the way which we consider the presence of both feature information
and the correlations can minimize such loss. GMKL fusing strategy is the best choice.

2.4

Conclusion

We presented a study of trabecular texture analysis on dental CBCT by fusing
multi-feature multi-ROI information in the multiple kernel learning framework. On
a six genderage group classification problem using a dental CBCT dataset containing
96 volumes, our method achieves a promising average accuracy of 96.1outperforms
baseline methods.
Our results show that the combination of machine learning techniques and texture
analysis can be used for trabecular pattern analysis. The results encourage future
exploration using dental CBCT for aiding diagnosis of bone mass density related
diseases.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. This work was supported in part by NSF Research Grant IIS-0916624. The funding agency specifically disclaims responsibility
for any analyses, interpretations and conclusions.
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CHAPTER 3

CROSS GENDER-AGE TRABECULAR
TEXTURE ANALYSIS IN CONE BEAM
COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY

In this Chapter, our purpose is to investigate whether multiple texture features
in different regions-of-interest (ROIs) on cone beam computed tomography (CBCT)
are correlated with gender-age variation of trabecular patterns. Taking advantage of
stastic tools, we have proposed a framework to filter out useful 3D features among
3D texture pattern classification task. The target features are robust even cross
gender-age group.

3.1

Overview

Methods: CBCT volumes from 96 subjects were used. The data set was divided
into four gender-age subgroups including male younger (MY) than 40 years, male
older (MO) than 40 years, female younger (FY) than 40 years, and female older (FO)
than 40 years. For each volume, cubes containing trabecular patterns at four ROIs in
the jaws were manually cropped. Eighteen distinct texture features were calculated
and their correlation with gender-age variations at different ROIs was studied through
t-test statistical analysis.
Results: For the 432 test pairs with different gender-age groups at different ROIs
and texture features tested, 149 of them were shown to be statistically different at
the 0.05 level and 60 at the 0.001 level. These features can therefore capture changes
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in trabecular patterns and have the potential to be used for trabecular analysis. Furthermore, fractal features were found to be better than intensity features in separating
different gender-age groups. Trabecular patterns in the body of the mandible were
more correlated with gender-age changes than other ROIs.
Conclusions: Multiple texture features on CBCT were found to be correlated
with the cross gender-age variation of trabecular patterns. The results support the
use of CBCT for advanced trabecular analysis, including osteoporosis screening tools
in the jaws.
Keywords: cone-beam computed tomography, osteoporosis, radiology, fractals,
computer -assisted image analysis.

3.2

Introduction

As a major health problem in the United States, osteoporosis afflicts 55% of
Americans aged 50 and above [30]. Early diagnosis of osteoporosis is very important
to prevent more serious complications such as hip fracture. The current gold standard
for osteoporosis diagnosis for senior patients is based on the bone mineral density
(BMD) measured by the dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) in the hip and
spine region [44]. However, when applied to routine examination for osteoporosis
screening, such a gold standard may introduce a significant financial burden.
A potential low cost osteoporosis prescreening method is through the analysis of
dental imaging data, which is collected during routine clinical dental examination
at almost no additional cost. In particular, trabecular bone structures in the jaws
have been studied for their correlation with bone porosity [68, 82, 99, 100, 104].
Despite these studies, it remains an open problem to effectively use dental data for
osteoporosis prescreening. One of the major reasons lies in the insufficiency to use
a limited number of features. In particular, most previous work studies only a few
image features (mostly one, often restricted to one region-of-interest), which are not
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discriminative enough for osteoporosis prescreening due to the large variance and
noise in dental data. In fact, many researchers have pointed out the necessity of
introducing advanced algorithms to integrate richer image features for dental imagebased osteoporosis prescreening [99, 100, 21].
The objective in this study was to investigate multiple texture features and multiple Regions-Of-Interest (ROI) in Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) that
are correlated with the change in trabecular patterns. Based on the fact that trabecular patterns vary across gender and age [66], it was hypothesized that these features
and ROIs provide discriminative information for cross gender-age trabecular analysis
in the jaws. Consequently, CBCT volumes from different gender-age groups were
used to explore the discriminative power of different texture features.

3.3
3.3.1

Materials and Methods
CBCT Data Capture

In order to evaluate the proposed method, a dataset was used which contains
96 anonymized 3D CBCT volumes from four gender-age subgroups including female
younger (FY) than 40 years, female older (FO) than 40 years, male younger (MY)
than 40 years, and male older (MO) than 40 years. In general, senior patients have a
high probability to be osteoporotic or to have osteopenia when compared with young
patients. In the clinic it was also found that some female patients showed osteoporotic
changes in their 40s. Therefore 40 years of age was used as a cut off in our experiment.
Table 3.1 gives a summary of the gender-age distribution of the subjects. The dataset
was obtained from 96 dental implant patients who had no pathology in the jaws. The
CBCT scan was obtained by using an i-Cat machine (Imaging Science International,
Inc., Hatfield, PA, USA) with 0.3 mm voxel sizes, 14 bits grayscales, and 8.9 second
scan times. The number of slices in one CBCT volume is 327. The project was
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approved by our institutional review board (IRB).
Group

Male younger
than 40 (MY)

Male older
than 40 (MO)

Female younger
than 40 (FY)

Female older
than 40 (FO)

Number of
volumes

8

27

13

48

Table 3.1: Trabecular bone 3D image sample quantity
No particular calculation was performed to determine the total number of samples
and all 96 volumes in the original collection were used. The differences between
the sample sizes of the groups were taken into account when performing statistical
analysis. In particular, the sample sizes were used in the t-tests.

Figure 3.1: Example trabecular CBCT cubes cropped from left condyles in our study.
From left to right: Female Younger (FY), Female Older (FO), Male
Younger (MY), and Male Older (MO).
For each volume, a dentist manually cropped eight cubes from eight different
locations in the jaws, including areas apical to the maxillary left and right premolars,
mandibular left and right lateral incisors and first molars, and left and right condyles.
Each cube is a volume of 19 × 19 × 19 voxels containing trabecular structures of size
5.7 × 5.7 × 5.7 mm3. The size was chosen to maximally enclose a trabecular pattern
while containing little non-trabecular material. Some example cubes in the dataset
are shown in Figure 3.1. In the rest of the paper such cubes were called trabecular
cubes. Considering the left-right symmetry, the eight locations were grouped into four
ROIs including ROI 1 (the maxillary premolars), ROI 2 (the mandibular first molars),
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ROI 3 (the mandibular lateral incisors), and ROI 4 (the left and right condyles). The
left-right symmetry was not calculated and the group of left-right ROIs increased the
samples in the statistical analysis.
3.3.2

Texture Features

First, the set of collected trabecular cubes was defined as P = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pN },
where N = 768 = 96×8 is the number of trabecular cubes cropped from the 96 dental
CBCT volumes. Each cube p ∈ P has 19 × 19 × 19 voxels and p(i, j, k) indicates the
CBCT intensity of the (i, j, k)-th voxel in p, 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ 19. In this paper the
following texture features were explored:
1. Mean intensity µ(p).The mean intensity of a cube p was defined as

µ(p) =

19 19 19
1 XXX
p(i, j, k),
M i=1 j=1 k=1

(3.3-1)

where M = 6859 = 19 × 19 × 19 is the number of voxels in a cube.
2. Intensity histogram h(p) = (h1 (p), h2 (p), . . . , h8 (p)).The intensity histogram
captures the intensity distribution within a trabecular cube p and therefore
provides much richer information than the simple mean intensity. Due to its
strong descriptive power, intensity histogram has been recently popularly used
in image processing and pattern recognition for image and texture description
[40, 36]. In this study, eight intensity bins were defined as (τm , τm+1 ] : m =
1, . . . , 8, such that τ1 and τ9 indicate respectively the lower and upper bounds
of intensities in the cube p as below

τ1 =
τ9 =

min

1≤i,j,k≤19

min

1≤i,j,k≤19
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p(i, j, k) − 1,
(3.3-2)
p(i, j, k).

τm+1 = τm + (τ9 − τ1 )/8 for m = 1, . . . , 7. Then, the m-th component of the
intensity histogram of the cube p was defined as

hm (p) = #({(i, j, k) : τm (i, j, k) ≤ τm+1 }),

(3.3-3)

where ’#’ indicates the cardinality of a set. More specifically, hm (p) was the
number of voxels whose intensities fell in the range (τm , τm+1 ]. Eight bins were
used mainly for two reasons. First, by using eight bins, each bin received an
average of about 857 (≈ 6859/8) voxels, which were sufficiently large for constructing statistically meaningful histograms. Second, very large numbers of
bins were not used since they might be sensitive to intensity noises and histogram quantization problems, which have been observed in the field of pattern
recognition and image analysis [71].
3. Fractal dimension Ψ(p). Fractal dimension (FD) has been used to capture
trabecular texture information [82, 53, 73, 106]. For a trabecular cube p, a
3D point set was first created as Λ = {(i, j, k) : p(i, j, k) > τ }, where τ =
τ1 +0.24×(τ9 −τ1 ) was the threshold to filter out irrelevant background voxels in
p. The constant number 0.24 was determined according to the visual inspection.
More specifically, the threshold helped to discard the majority of background
voxels, and therefore allowed the fractal dimension to focus on trabecular voxels.
In other words, when using this threshold, the point set Λ contained most of
the trabecular vodels and ignores the majority of background voxels. Then
Ψ(p) was calculated as the fractal dimension of set Λ using the box-counting
approach [26]. Specifically, let the three-dimensional Euclidean space be covered
by a mesh of three-dimensional cubes with side length r(i.e., r-mesh) and a
counting function c(Λ, r) was defined as the number of r-mesh hypercubes that
intersect Λ. Then the box-counting fractal dimension Ψ(p) was defined as
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− log r
,
r→0 log c(Λ, r)

Ψ(p) = lim

(3.3-4)

In practice, to approximate the process of r → 0, the slope of log(c(Λ, r)) was estimated for a decreasing side-length sequence, r = 16, 8, 4, 2 (such that log r =
4, 3, 2, 1), using the least squares method.
4. Multifractal spectrum ϕ(p) = (ϕ1 (p), ϕ2 (p), . . . , ϕ8 (p)). Due to the complexity of trabecular patterns, it may be insufficient to describe them using a single
fractal dimension. Multiple-fractal spectrum (MFS) is a natural extension to
overcome this limitation [102, 41]. A cube p was first partitioned into eight
disjoint point sets {Λ1 , Λ2 , . . . , Λ8 } such that

Λm = {(i, j, k) : τm < p(i, j, k) ≤ τm+1 }, m = 1, 2, . . . , 8.

(3.3-5)

Then, the m-th element ϕm (p) was defined as the fractal dimension of Λm calculated by the box-counting method described above. Eight disjoint sets were used
for the same reasons eight bins were used for intensity histogram. The partition
procedure provides MFS with robustness against common pattern deformations
such as rotation and scaling, since MFS was known to be invariant under the
bi-Lipschitz transformation [102], which subsumes rotation and scaling.

3.4

Statistical Methods

Statistical analysis on the calculated features is needed to study their effect on
separating gender-age groups. One approach is to study the variances and covariances
of these features among all four gender-age groups through ANOVA. More specifically, for a given feature, the null hypothesis is that the feature generates the same
sample mean for all four groups. However, since a long term purpose of the study is
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to prepare guidance for feature selection in future statistical prediction tools, more
interests have been shown in finding features that can separate two gender-age groups.
Consequently, two-sample t-test is more suitable, which is in fact a special case of
ANOVA in that only two groups of samples are involved [47].
The two-sample t-test was used to study the effects of gender-age on the calculated
features. Since there were four gender-age groups in the study, six group pairs were
created for comparison: (FO, FY), (FO, MO), (FO, MY), (FY, MO), (FY, MY) and
(MO, MY). For each gender-age pair, a statistical analysis for each texture feature
(out of 18) on each ROI (out of 4) was conducted. As a result, there were in total
432=6418 gender-age test pairs on different ROIs and features, as summarized in
Table 3.2, 3.3.
For each of the 432 test pairs described above, the two-sample t-test was performed
to compare them with null hypothesis (H0 ) and alternative hypothesis (Ha ) stated
below:
H0 : Data of the two categories are from normal distributions with equal means.
Ha : Data of the two categories are from normal distributions with different means.
The test statistic t was defined as
(µ1 − µ2 )
,
t= p
S 2 (1/n1 + 1/n2 )

(3.4-6)

where µ1 and µ2 are the sample means of the two categories under comparison;
n1 and n2 are the numbers of samples in the two categories; and S 2 was defined as

S2 =

(n1 − 1)S12 + (n2 − 1)S22
,
n1 + n2 − 2

(3.4-7)

where S12 and S22 are the sample variances of the two categories respectively. Finally, the p-value of the t-test was calculated from the test statistic with respect to
the degree of freedom d = n1 + n2 − 2.
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h2

h3

h4

h5

h6

h7

h8
Ψ

ϕ1

ϕ2

ϕ3

ϕ4

ϕ5

ϕ6

ϕ7

ϕ8

0.097 0.002 0.001 0.070 0.007 0.676 0.001 0.016 0.053 0.163 0.260 0.369 0.133 0.215 0.119 0.054 0.182 0.609

0.710 0.001 0.069 0.033 0.175 0.600 0.208 0.439 0.829 0.350 0.740 0.078 0.060 0.958 0.160 0.059 0.248 0.285

0.261 0.004 0.603 0.058 0.340 0.583 0.552 0.342 0.610 0.010 0.770 0.206 0.127 0.132 0.262 0.887 0.754 0.107

0.092 0.015 0.824 0.010 0.183 0.493 0.006 0.193 0.667 0.046 0.096 0.041 0.118 0.926 0.466 0.040 0.260 0.043

0.002 0.654 0.205 0.103 0.244 0.375 0.134 0.100 0.388 0.354 <.001 0.017 0.986 0.629 0.013 0.008 0.036 0.413

0.238 0.002 0.108 <.001 0.004 0.092 0.477 0.804 0.516 0.467 0.854 0.003 0.026 0.773 0.206 0.396 0.714 0.044

0.235 0.136 0.507 0.390 0.258 0.564 0.031 0.025 0.024 0.018 0.735 0.220 0.412 0.380 0.335 0.048 0.017 0.021

0.736 0.358 0.621 <.001 0.007 0.962 0.881 0.947 0.998 0.514 0.075 0.015 0.339 0.169 <.001 <.001 0.070 <.001

0.421 0.878 0.238 0.231 0.092 0.054 0.550 0.202 0.309 0.866 0.539 0.056 0.461 0.102 0.145 0.152 0.221 0.503

ROI 4

ROI 1

FO ROI 2
vs
MO ROI 3

ROI 4

ROI 1

FO ROI 2
vs
MY ROI 3

ROI 4

P-values of all gender-age pairs over different ROIs and features (part-a). The abbreviations used are: MY for
Male Younger than 40, MO for Male Older than 40, FY for Female Younger than 40, and FO for Female Older than
40. The four ROIs are: ROI 1 for maxillary premolar, ROI 2 for mandibular first premolar, ROI 3 for mandibular
lateral incisor, and ROI 4 for mandibular condyle.

<.001 0.011 0.012 0.480 0.323 0.744 0.202 0.599 0.039 <.001 <.001 0.249 <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 0.003 <.001

ROI 3

Table 3.2:

<.001 <.001 0.104 <.001 <.001 0.576 <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 0.059 <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 0.023 <.001

0.065 0.011 0.240 0.704 0.050 0.028 0.090 0.234 0.524 0.105 0.012 0.047 0.926 0.097 <.001 <.001 0.065 0.279

h1

Fractal Dimension Features

ROI 2

FO
vs
FY

ROI 1

µ

Intensity Features
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h4

h5

h6

h7

h8
Ψ

ϕ1

ϕ2

ϕ3

ϕ4

ϕ5

ϕ6

ϕ7

ϕ8

0.131 0.108 0.396 0.064 0.019 0.329 0.758 0.057 0.043 0.128 0.088 0.040 0.095 0.079 0.071 0.138 0.655 0.539

0.001 0.006 0.109 <.001 0.002 0.756 0.382 0.602 0.088 0.040 0.216 0.005 0.002 0.028 0.163 0.201 0.404 0.109

0.058 0.053 0.006 0.753 0.001 0.191 0.060 0.324 0.684 0.221 0.215 0.302 0.087 0.029 0.025 0.026 0.053 0.321

0.404 0.725 0.732 0.028 0.171 0.046 0.940 0.714 0.595 0.982 0.967 0.072 0.456 0.812 0.737 0.720 0.700 0.230

0.080 0.005 0.317 0.091 0.105 0.825 0.013 0.007 0.014 <.001 0.902 0.052 0.105 0.080 0.100 0.042 0.052 0.151

0.261 0.283 0.528 0.351 0.146 0.597 0.079 0.286 0.778 0.081 0.006 0.467 0.867 0.199 0.039 0.176 0.713 0.074

0.463 0.690 0.637 0.670 0.034 0.240 0.686 0.700 0.643 0.367 0.351 0.839 0.520 0.178 0.410 0.205 0.336 0.995

FY ROI 2
vs
MY ROI 3

ROI 4

ROI 1

MO ROI 2
vs
MY ROI 3

ROI 4

P-values of all gender-age pairs over different ROIs and features (part-b).

0.012 0.501 0.622 0.003 0.258 0.621 0.127 0.270 0.332 0.047 0.084 0.270 0.083 0.361 0.198 0.063 0.277 0.292

ROI 1

Table 3.3:

0.007 0.035 <.001 0.874 0.329 0.781 0.046 0.112 0.250 0.932 0.003 0.312 0.174 0.142 0.002 <.001 0.008 0.228

ROI 4

0.824 0.156 0.718 0.014 0.010 0.097 0.431 0.024 0.031 0.555 0.205 0.139 0.015 0.009 0.344 0.918

h3

<.001 <.001 0.018 0.007 0.050 0.896 0.410 0.149 0.030 <.001 <.001 0.013 <.001 <.001 0.002 0.020 0.290 0.001

0.71

h2

<.001 <.001 0.058 <.001 <.001 0.262 <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 0.045 <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 0.076 <.001

0.040

h1

Fractal Dimension Features

FY ROI 2
vs
MO ROI 3

ROI 1

µ

Intensity Features

3.5

Results

The p-values of the t-tests on all gender-age pairs at different ROIs with different
features were reported in Table 3.2, 3.3. The results with p ≤ 0.05 were highlighted
in the table. In addition, all these p-values were plotted in Figure 3.2 for better
illustration. From these results it could be observed that many of the tested features
(149 out of 432) were correlated significantly with the gender-age variation at the
0.05 level, with some of them (60 out of 432) at the 0.001 level.
The effectiveness of different features, ROIs, and gender-age pairs in capturing the
cross gender-age trabecular variations was also studied in this paper. First, for the
effectiveness of a specific feature, the times it correlated significantly (p = 0.05) with
different gender-age groups at different ROIs have been counted. These numbers were
summarized in Table 3.4. The average effectiveness of the two groups of features, i.e.,
intensity features and fractal dimension features was also calculated. Second, the
numbers of effective features for each gender-age pairs and ROIs were summarized in
Table 3.5. The results illustrated how the proposed features in general were correlated
with the variation of trabecular patterns across different gender-age groups at different
ROIs.

3.6

Discussion

Variations in trabecular bone patterns have been known to reflect bone density
change, which suggests the potential of analyzing trabecular patterns for prescreening
bone diseases such as osteoporosis. In the past few decades, trabecular bone structure
analysis has been studied in various biomedical contexts. The importance of trabecular perforations in the development of osteoporosis has been introduced by Parfitt et
al. [67] Previous research has also explained the relation between the profound disintegration of the trabecular bone network and certain bone disease [62, 24]. Moreover,
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Figure 3.2: P-values of all gender-age pairs over different ROIs and features.
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which a feature significantly (p ≤ 0.05) distinguishes two categories. For example, in the first column of the first row,
NoT=9 means that, in the first column of Table 3.2, 3.3, 9 out of the 24 p-values corresponding to are smaller than
or equal to 0.05. PoT is short for Percentage of Tests, which was defined as PoT= NoT/24.

Table 3.4: The effectiveness of different features. NoT is short for Number of Tests, which is the number of the tests in
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Table 3.5: Number of effective features for each gender-age pair and ROIs. The number in a cell is the number of features
(out of a total of 18) that are effective in the tests involving corresponding gender-age pairs and ROIs. For example,
in the first column of the first row, 7 means that, in the first row of Table 2, 7 out of the 18 p-values corresponding
to (FO,FY) in ROI 1 are smaller than or equal to 0.05.
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studies have shown that the change of the iliac trabecular bone texture can predict
osteoporosis in the aspects of its surface texture, volume and thickness [24].
This study was highly motivated by a series of work towards a potential low cost
osteoporosis prescreening method using dental imaging data [68, 82, 99, 100, 104].
The widely used dental panoramic radiography is cost-effective since it is often a byproduct of routine dental examination. In particular, trabecular bone structures in
the jaws have been studied for their correlation to bone porosity. White and Rudolph
showed that the trabecular patterns of osteoporosis patients are altered compared to
normal subjects [100]. White used fractal dimension to analyze the trabecular bone
structure in relation to osteoporosis [99]. Southard et al. showed that the radiographic
fractal dimension of the alveolar process bone is correlated with the bone density,
using radiographic images [82]. Pham et al. found that panoramic radiographs can
be used for assessment of trabecular bone pattern with the aid of a visual index
[68]. Yang et al. found that oestrogen deficiency can result in microarchitectural
alterations of trabecular bone in both the mandible and the tibia [104].
Recently, there has been a trend to include cone beam computed tomography in
three-dimensional dental examinations [4]. Consequently, it is of interest to study how
the trabecular patterns in CBCT correlate with bone porosity. Though the correlation
between dental trabecular pattern and osteoporosis has been discovered using dental
panoramic radiography and CT [21, 7], such correlation is not directly available in
dental CBCT. One reason lies in that dental CBCT usually has a low resolution
(e.g., 0.3 ∼ 0.4mm), which causes serious blur in trabecular structures which are
typically around 0.1 mm in bone thickness. Furthermore, due to the distortion of
CBCT measurement from dental CT values, there has been a debate on whether
CBCT measurement can be used to infer bone mineral densities [62, 38, 46, 54].
Despite the large number of studies showing the positive correlation of texture
features with changes in trabecular patterns, there is still a gap towards a practical
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solution using trabecular analysis for osteoporosis prescreening. Advanced image
analysis and statistical learning tools have been expected to be used to address this
issue [99]. On the other hand, there have been great progresses in the field of texture
analysis and machine learning, as well as their applications to medical image analysis
tasks.
In previous studies [82, 100, 53, 73, 106], only basic texture descriptors, such as
intensity and Fourier analysis, have been used to confirm the correlation between the
loss of bone mass and the trabecular patterns. It has also been observed that these
features by themselves are insufficient to be used for clinical diagnosis or prescreening purposes. A potential way to address this issue is to exploit multiple texture
descriptors and combine them together with advanced statistical learning tools. The
focus of this paper is on the first step to investigate various high dimensional texture
features, including both classical texture descriptors and recently proposed ones.
The result of the study moved one step further along this direction. It demonstrated a series of texture features at four different ROIs for capturing variations in
trabecular patterns in dental CBCT. This observation validated the hypothesis that
CBCT volumes can be used for cross gender-age analysis of trabecular patterns in
the jaws. The results also showed that (1) fractal-analysis based features work generally better than intensity features, (2) FO vs FY and FY vs MO have significantly
more effective features than other pairs, which can be attributed to the loss of bone
mass in female seniors, (3) trabecular patterns in the body of the mandible are more
correlated with gender-age changes than the maxilla and the mandibular condyles,
and (4) the mean intensity is less effective than several fractal dimension features and
several components in intensity histogram, which may be due to the fact of instability
of CBCT intensity [62, 54].
The results also supported the use of CBCT for the analysis of bone mineral density. Though the detailed trabecular structure is unavailable due to the low resolution
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used in clinical data, the texture pattern in CBCT still carries useful information reflecting statistics of trabecular patterns, such as the density and regularity of the bone
structures. Furthermore, though the CBCT measurement may be distorted from the
CT values, some structure-relevant features (e.g., those based on fractal analysis) can
still provide discriminative information for separating different trabecular patterns.
In summary, the experiment results validated that the cross gender-age variation
of trabecular patterns correlates significantly with many texture features on CBCT.
It is highly desirable that the imaging tests used in dentistry are fully exploited to
generate the maximum diagnostic information related to systemic conditions such as
osteoporosis. The results also showed that rich texture descriptors such as intensity
histograms and multifractal spectrum can provide complementary or more discriminative information than previously proposed simple texture descriptors.
In the future, it is expected to combine these features together, using modern
machine learning tools such as ensemble learning [12] or kernel learning [96], to predict
the loss of bone mass. Such a predictor will in turn provide the basis of dental imagebased osteoporosis prescreening.
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CHAPTER 4

3D HAND POSE ESTIMATION USING
RANDOMIZED DECISION FOREST WITH
SEGMENTATION INDEX POINTS

In this chapter, we propose a real-time 3D hand pose estimation algorithm using
the randomized decision forest framework. Our algorithm takes a depth image as
input and generates a set of skeletal joints as output. Previous decision forest-based
methods often give labels to all points in a point cloud at a very early stage and vote
for the joint locations. By contrast, our algorithm only tracks a set of more flexible
virtual landmark points, named Segmentation Index Points (SIPs), before reaching
the final decision at a leaf node. Roughly speaking, an SIP represents the centroid
of a subset of skeletal joints, which are to be located at the leaves of the branch
expanded from the SIP. Inspired by recent latent regression forest-based hand pose
estimation framework (Tang et al. 2014), we integrate SIP into the framework with
several important improvements: First, we devise a new forest growing strategy, whose
decision is made using a randomized feature guided by SIPs. Second, we speed-up the
training procedure since only SIPs, not the skeletal joints, are estimated at non-leaf
nodes. Third, the experimental results on public benchmark datasets show clearly
the advantage of the proposed algorithm over previous state-of-the-art methods, and
our algorithm runs at 55.5 fps on a normal CPU without parallelism.
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Figure 4.1: Our algorithm can be seen as a divide-and-conquer search process. We
recursively cluster skeletal joints and divide the part under exploration
into two finer sub-regions until reaches a leaf node, which represents the
position of a skeletal joint. This figure shows two examples of locating
the index finger tip. Different hand posture leads to different hand subregion segmentation, therefore different SIPs and different tree structure.
For simplicity, we only show the searching process for index figer tip. This
figure is best viewed in color.
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4.1

Introduction

Skeleton detection and pose estimation on highly articulated object are always a
challenging topic in computer vision. For example, accurate estimation for hand gesture or human body pose plays a very important role in human-computer interaction.
Because of the practical value associated with this topic, it has been attracting efforts from both the industry and academia. In the past few years, by using high-speed
depth sensor [1] at a low cost, the application of real-time body pose estimation has
become a reality in domestic use. Since then, human body pose estimation has received an increasing amount of attention. With the provision of new low-cost source
input, depth imagery, many new algorithms have outperformed traditional RGBbased human pose estimation algorithms. Similar observations have been reported
for hand pose estimation as well (e.g, [65, 10, 69, 83, 101, 76]).
Compared with human pose [14, 15], hand pose usually has a higher degree of
freedom and articulation. Hand pose estimation [39, 34, 37] is also subject to practical
challenges due to, for example, frequent self-occlusion, viewpoint changes, low spatial
input resolution, and data noises. Besides, real-time performance is often desired in
many applications.
The use of Randomized Decision Forest (RDF) and its variations is largely popularized by their applications in human pose estimation (e.g., [78, 13, 58, 50, 80, 95]).
The idea is later adopted by researchers [48, 52, 85, 87] working on hand pose estimation, which is more challenging as discussed above. In particular, Tang et al. [85]
proposed using Latent Regression Forest (LRF) framework, containing an ensemble
of randomized binary decision trees, for hand pose estimation. A key innovation in
their algorithm is the use of a Latent Tree Model (LTM) to guide the search process of
skeletal joints during tree inference, and LTM is learnt in an unsupervised data-driven
manner.
Inspired by but different from [85], the hand pose estimation algorithm proposed
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in this chapter also uses RDF as the basic framework. Instead of using LTM, we
introduce a novel idea, Segmentation Index Points (SIPs), to guide the searching
process.
Roughly speaking, an SIP represents the centroid of a subset of skeletal joints,
which are to be located at the leaves of the branch expanded, directly or recursively,
from the SIP. We integrate SIP into the framework with two major improvements:
First, we devise a new forest growing strategy, in which SIPs are used to adaptively guide the skeletal joints partition and randomized feature selection. Second,
we speed-up the training procedure, since at most two SIPs, not the skeletal joints,
are estimated in non-leaf nodes.
Compared with LTM that is pre-learnt and fixed for different hand poses, SIP is
more flexible and automatically adjusts to pose variations. As a result, SIP effectively
accommodates large pose distortion and articulation. The promising experiment results of our method on the public benchmark dataset [85] show clearly its advantage
over recently proposed state-of-the-art methods. In addition, running at 55.5 fps, our
method is friendly ready for many real-time applications.
Our framework has several advantages:
• The use of SIPs allows decision forest to defer the final skeleton localization
to a later stage (i.e., terminating leaves), thus avoids more information to be
accumulated for more precise decision.
• SIPs are trained in an unsupervised fashion based on the clustering results of
3D skeletal joints, and therefore is self-adaptive to different pose variations.
• The new forest growing procedure is guided by a randomized distinctive binary
feature depending on SIPs, which do not rely on specific hand models.
In the rest of the chapter, we first discuss related work in Sec. 4.2. Then, we show
the training and testing of the proposed method in Sec. 4.3. After that, we report
the experiment in Sec. 4.4. Finally, in Sec. 4.5, we draw our conclusions.
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4.2

Related Studies

Hand pose estimation has caught computer vision’s attention in recent few years
due to the breakthrough in cheap fast RGBD sensor [1] and its corresponding randomized decision forest (RDF) based algorithm [78]. The algorithm of human body
pose estimation is attributed to the work by Shotton et al. [78]. They used an RDF
[13] to assign labels for all pixels of a human body, and furthermore to infer the location of body joints. Their work is further improved by Girshick et al. [33]. They
used a same RDF methodology, but each labeled pixel will propose a shift vector
for each joint, and the mean shift vector will derive the final joints location. This
methodology greatly increased the accuracy of internal body joints even if they are
occluded. Besides, model based methods are also mainstream, which a well-define
articulated body model is used, and it is tracked by different filters [58, 50, 80].
Due to the similarity between human body pose and hand pose, researchers have
applied related technologies to hand pose estimation. According to the review [25]
we can categorize algorithms as model-based methods or non-model-based methods.
For single hand pose estimation, model-based top-down global approach uses a
3D hand model to fit the testing data [63, 52, 35]. These methods deal with selfocclusion, kinematic constraints and viewpoint changes by model fitting. Due to
these properties, they are often used when a hand manipulates an object [63, 35] or
interacts with multiple objects [52]. However, these methods, including Joint Tracker
[63] and Set of Independent Trackers [64], require a very precise initialization, in both
hand location and hand measurement property. Once this tracking procedure goes
wrong, it is very hard to recover.
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(a) Latent Regression Tree (Tang et al. 2014)

(b) Randomized Decision Tree (ours)
Figure 4.2: A comparison between LRT [85] (a) and our RDT (b). (a): In LRT,
the search process is guided by the pre-learnt hand topology model LTM.
During training, while LRT is growing on each level, LTM propagates
down the tree simultaneously and provides reference pixels’ locations to
the growing process. (b): Our RDT uses the result of skeletal point
clustering at each level to adaptively generate SIPs, which further guide
the SIPs for next level.
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As a non-model-based method, Keskin et al. [48] improve RDF to multi-layer in
order to address the pose variability issue. They assign hand pose to corresponding
shape classes, and use the pose estimator trained specifically for that class. Tang
et al. [85] use a Latent Regression Forest (LRF) to locate all skeletal joints. In
contrast to most previous forest-based algorithms, their solution uses a unique LRF
framework guided by an unsupervised latent tree model (LTM). The algorithm is
very efficient, and, instead of assigning labels to pixels, it performs a dichotomous
divide-and-conquer searching process. Under the guidance of LTM, the coarse-to-fine
search procedure finally converges to the exact positions of all hand skeletal joints.
Our work is inspired by [85] and [33], and can be viewed as a coarse-to-fine skeletal
joints searching algorithm guided by the proposed segmentation index points (SIPs).
Lower level SIPs always maintain offset vectors to higher level SIPs in the decision
forest, and these SIPs converge to true hand skeletal joints position in leaves (see
Fig. 4.1).

4.3

Framework and Methodology

We follow previous studies such as [85, 33] to use the random forest framework
for hand skeleton joints estimation. In particular, our framework is similar to that
in [85], though we do not use LTM for joints division. Instead, we propose using
segmentation index points (SIPs) (will be described later) that are more flexible (see
Fig. 4.2).
Given a 3D point cloud sampled on a hand surface, the hand pose estimation
problem is to locate all hand skeletal joints. This is formulated as a dichotomous
coarse-to-fine divide-and-conquer search problem. The main framework is designed as
a binary randomized decision forest (RDF), which is composed of a set of randomized
decision trees (RDT). For each RDT, the input hand 3D point cloud is recursively
divided into two cohesive sub-regions until each sub-region contains only one skeletal
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joint. Then a weighted voting over all RDTs is used to report the locations of all
hand skeletal joints.
In order to carry out a better division of hand topology so as to increase detection
accuracy, we introduce SIPs as an instructor of these sub-regions. SIPs are associated
with the segmented hand components.
In Section 4.3.1 we discuss the training procedure of an RDT in forest along with
the formulation of SIPs and randomized binary feature (RBF). Then in Section 4.3.2
we discuss the testing algorithms.

4.3.1

Randomized Decision Tree (RDT)

The purpose of growing a randomized decision tree (RDT) is to build up a tree
structure, which can be used to search an input depth image and retrieve all the
skeletal joints of the hand. Searching is performed in a dichotomous divide-andconquer fashion where each division is guided by a corresponding SIP.
In an RDT, we put a special cache between trees to record SIPs and its corresponding information (see Fig. 4.3). Despite of this special cache, RDT has three
types of nodes: split-node, division-node and leaf-node. Split-nodes use RBF on input data and decide to route them to either left or right. Division-nodes divide the
current search hand sub-region into two disjoint smaller sub-regions and propagate
input data down both paths in parallel. Then when we reach a leaf-node in RDT,
the search ends and locations of single skeletal joints are reported.
More specifically, suppose we are training an RDT T at a certain level, the input
image set is I = {I1 , I2 , . . . , In }, and the level deals with a hand sub-region containing
skeletal joints C = {C1 , C2 , . . . , Cm }. During training, each split-node splits I into
two subsets, this process is repeated until information gain falls below a threshold,
and at this point a division-node in T takes subset Ic ⊂ I to divide current hand
sub-region. In other words, this division-node divides C into Cl and Cr and maintain
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an SIP. Then {Ic , Cl } and {Ic , Cr } are propagated down in parallel to create a left
child branch and a right child branch.
Error accumulation in RDT is unavoidable. Therefore, in order to minimize the
risk, we propose a training data allocation strategy during forest growing, which also
speeds up the training process exponentially.
In Section 4.3.1.1 we discuss the details of growing an RDT, then in Section 4.3.1.2
we discuss the testing procedure. In addition to these, we also discuss the differences
between SIPs and LTM in Section 4.3.2. After that, in Section 4.3.3, an essential
data allocation trick during training is introduced.

4.3.1.1

Growing RDT with SIPs

Given a training sample set I with its corresponding labels of all skeletal joints
(16 skeletal joints in total in our experiments), we introduce a tree growing algorithm
(see Alg. 1).
Suppose we are growing RDT T at a node v. Given training sample set I we
define a node v in T as

v = (C(v), l(v), r(v), ρc (v), ψ(v), ρ),

(4.3-1)

where C(v) is the set of skeletal joints handled by v; l(v) and r(v) point to the left
and right children of v; ρc (v) is the SIP of v, which roughly locates the centroid of the
skeletal joints in C(v); ψ(v) is the RBF stored in this node v, if v is a division-node
−
−
then ψ(v) = ∅; and ρ = {→
ρl , →
ρr } are shift vectors for left and right child SIPs, if v is
a split-node then ρ = ∅.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of three types of nodes in RDF, see Section 4.3.1 for details.
At the root node v0 of an RDT, we initialize the first SIP ρc (v0 ) = ρ0 as the
mass center of the input point cloud. Then we set the current hand sub-region and
its components index to full hand skeletal joints. After initialization, we repeat the
following two growing steps.
First, we grow several levels of split-nodes in T . The purpose of each of these
split-nodes is to split the training sample set I into Il and Ir . Then, both Il and Ir
continue propagating down on tree T , and new split-nodes are generated and split
Il and Ir respectively. This splitting process is repeated until information gain is
sufficiently low.
Suppose node v with current SIP ρc in tree T handles m skeletal joints components,
i.e., C(v) = {C1 , C2 , . . . , Cm }. Then a randomized binary feature is a tuple with two
parts: a pair of perturbing vectors V1 , V2 and a division threshold τ . These two parts
work together with current SIP ρc .
Let I = {I1 , I2 , . . . , In } be the training images at node v, the division of I to
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subsets Il = {Ij ∈ I | f (V1 , V2 , ρc , Ij ) < τ } and Ir = I \ Il is guided by f (·) defined
as:

f (·) = DI (ρc +

V1
V2
) − DI (ρc +
),
DI (ρ0 )
DI (ρ0 )

(4.3-2)

where DI (·) is the depth in image I at a specific pixel location, and ρc is the
SIP with skeletal index set C, formulated by ρc = mean(pij | i ∈ C, j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , n)
where pij is the center position of component Ci in image Ij . ρ0 is the first SIP, i.e.,
the centroid of the hand point cloud. As in LRF,

1
DI (ρ0 )

is used to avoid depth shift

accumulation.
Therefore, a single split-node learnt in the tree can be represented as a tuple
ψ = ({V1 , V2 }, τ, ρc ).
To learn an optimal ψ ∗ , first a set of randomly generated tuples ψi = ({Vi1 , Vi2 }, ∼
, ρc ) are proposed, where ∼ stands for the parameter τ that will be determined later.
Let Ij be one of the depth image in I. For all {Vi1 , Vi2 } and ρc , a set of depth
differences are calculated using Eq. 4.3-2, and they formed a feature value space.
Then this space is divided into o parts evenly, this division corresponds to a set
τ = {τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τo }. The tuples set is completed as ψio = ({Vi1 , Vi2 }, τo , ρc ) ∈ Ψ,
and they are called RBF candidates. For all these candidates, the tuple ψ ∗ with
the highest information gain is selected for node v. The information gain function is
defined as
{l,r}

IGψi (I) =

CX
m
s

{l,r}

{l,r}

m
X | It | CX
I
(
tr(ΣICtm s )),
tr(ΣCm s ) −
|
I
|
s
t

(4.3-3)

where ΣI(·) is the sample covariance matrix of the set of vectors {ρ{l,r} −ρc | Ij ∈ I},
and tr(·) is the trace function, and ρ{l,r} = mean{pij | i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , m, Ij ∈ I{l,r} (ψi )}.
Then the ψ ∗ ∈ Ψ with highest information gain is recorded. Consequently, I is
divided into Il (ψ ∗ ) and Ir (ψ ∗ ), and are used for further training of RBF split-node in
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tree T . This process is repeated until information gain falls below a pre-set threshold.
Second, after growing T to the extent that information gain is low, then a Division
node is trained. New SIPs are calculated and their location shift vectors are recorded
for higher level tree growing use.
For a division-node v, with SIP ρc (v), and component set C(v) = {C1 , C2 , . . . , Cm },
and training set Ic = {I1 , I2 , . . . , Inc }, let pij represent the position of skeletal joint
Ci in depth image Ij . The position of all skeletal joints in all images are calculated,
P = {pij | i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , m, j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , nc }.
Then a bipartite clustering algorithm is to divide C to C l and C r . Because we
are using a binary randomized feature along with a dichotomous RDT, the bipartite clustering helps us to maintain a consistency in tree structure. The clustering
algorithm takes a distance matrix D as input, whose entries are defined as
P
Di1 i2 =

Ij ∈I

δ(i1 , i2 ; Ij )
|I|

,

(4.3-4)

where i1 , i1 ∈ 1, 2, . . . , m, and δ(i1 , i2 ; Ij ) is the geodesic distance between skeletal
joints Ci1 and Ci2 in image Ij , such distance is known to be robust against object
articulation [56] and therefore applied well for hand poses.
The distortion for the clustering [11] is defined as:

J (D) =

m
X
X

rpq Di1 ,i2 , w.r.t. 1 ≤ q1 , q2 ≤ m

(4.3-5)

p=1 q=q1 ,q2

and our goal is to find rpq ∈ {0, 1} and {q1 , q2 | 1 ≤ q1 , q2 ≤ m} to minimize
J . If i1 is assigned to cluster q1 , then rpq1 = 1 and other rpq = 0 for q 6= q1 . We
can perform an iterative procedure to find {rpq } and {q1 , q2 } correspondingly. In a
two-stage optimization algorithm, {rpq } is fixed to find the optimal {q1 , q2 } and then
{q1 , q2 } is fixed to find the optimal {rpq }. This procedure repeats until convergence
or the iteration limitation is reached. Then {rpq } is used for cluster C.
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After C is divided into C l and C r , they are used to calculate two new SIPs as
ρl = mean{pij | Ci ∈ C l , j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , nc },
(4.3-6)
r

ρr = mean{pij | Ci ∈ C , j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , nc },
then {C l , ρl − ρc } and {C r , ρr − ρc } are recorded in v.
The above training procedure is recursively carried out until a leaf-node v is
reached, meaning that C(v) only contains a single hand skeletal joint. The only
difference of training a leaf-node, compared with division-node, is that instead of
calculating {ρ{l,r} − ρc }, we directly record the offset vector of hand skeletal joints
location according to their labels.
Algorithm 1 Growing an RDT T
Require: A set of training samples I; the number of labeled hand skeletal joints k
Ensure: a learnt RDT T
1: Initialize root in T as v0 = Initialize(v0 )
2: Divide I into I1 , I2 , . . . , In according to principle described in section 4.3.3
3: v0 = GrowF orest (v0 , I1 , C(v0 ))
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

function voutput = GrowF orest(v, I, C)
if Size(C(v)) < 2 then
return
else
Randomly generate a set of feature vectors Ψ
for all ψ ∈ Ψ do
Use the information gain Eq. 5.3-1 to find the optimal {ψ ∗ } and its corresponding {Il∗ , Ir∗ }
if IG({Il∗ , Ir∗ }) is higher than the threshold then
Store {ψ ∗ } as a split-node in T
l(v) = GrowF orest(v, Il∗ , C)
r(v) = GrowF orest(v, Ir∗ , C)
else
Divide C into Cl and Cr using bipartite clustering with Eq. 4.3-5
Calculate SIPs and its shift vectors {ρ{l,r} − ρp } with {Cl , Cr } and Eq. 4.3-6
Store {ρ{l,r} − ρp } and {Cl , Cr } in a division-node in T
l(v) = GrowF orest(v, I, Cl )
r(v) = GrowF orest(v, I, Cr )
return
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4.3.1.2

Testing

Given a trained RDF F and a testing image It , we first feed It to each tree T in
F . After this coarse-to-fine search process, locations of all skeletal joints of testing
image It are reported.
At the beginning, we initialize the first SIP as the mass center of the testing image
It . Then according to the recorded RBF tuple ψ = ({Vi1 , Vi2 }, τ ) at each split-node,
we use Eq. 4.3-2 to decide whether the testing image route to the left branch or the
right branch in T . If f (V1 , V2 , ρc , It ) < τ then image It goes to the left, otherwise it
goes to the right.
When It is propagated down to a division-node, the SIPs are updated by the record
corresponding SIPs location offset vectors {ρ{l,r} − ρc }, where ρc is the current SIP.
Then both SIPs’ left child ρl and right child ρr are propagated down simultaneously.
This process is repeated until it ends up at 16 leaf nodes in T with its corresponding
skeletal joint index set C. This index set C is maintained throughout the whole forest,
and C provides the information that on which part of hand we are retrieving at a
curtain stage in T . At leaf-node the set C contains a single hand skeletal joint. After
a weighted voting in RDF F , the location of all 16 skeletal joints are reported.

4.3.2

SIPs versus LTM

The main difference between our work and that in [85] lies in that LTM is used
to guide the search process in an LRT, and we use SIPs to replace LTM in the search
process.
LTM tells LRT, at each division-node, how to divide hand posture components
into two parts. LTM then decides this binary division by current searching stage in
LRT. Specifically, when training a division-node v in LRT, suppose we are dealing
with m (hand) components C1 , C2 , . . . , Cm , and using n training images I1 , I2 , . . . , In .
We define pij as the center position of component Ci in image Ij . Then, the average
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location for Ci is defined as pi = mean({pij , j = 1, . . . , n}). After that, C1 , C2 , . . . , Cm
are clustered into two groups according to LTM. For each group, the mean of pi ’s is
kept as the reference point provided by LTM to guide LRT.
LTM is the learnt prior of all procedures according to hand geometric properties, and it is fixed regardless of the individual hand poses. More specifically,
C1 , C2 , . . . , Cm are always clustered the same way, regardless of what kind of hand
gesture is under processing. This may not be the best solution especially when dealing poses with large variation. Practically, because of the limitation of raw 3D data,
there are sometimes noise in the label of training images, and the geometric structure
of hand varies from case to case (see Fig. 4.4). In these cases, it is natural to expect
better performance if we have a more flexible division strategy.
Motivated this way, we introduce SIPs into our system. The trick lies in the clustering stage. After average locations for Ci are all calculated by pi = mean({pij , j =
1, . . . , n}), a bipartite clustering is performed on pi to divide current hand skeletal
joint components into two groups. For each group, an SIP is calculated according to
Eq. 4.3-6. These two groups are then assigned to RDT to expand its left and right
branches.
We summarize a few differences when we add SIPs to this complex RDT tree
structure.
First, the LRF framework in [85] is an RDF guided by LTM. Since the division of
hand joint components are fixed by LTM, so they do not need to maintain a record of
the clustering at division-nodes. However, if we want to use SIPs for a more flexible
clustering, this must be recorded after each division-node. As a result, the growing
process of RDT needs to be modified. Also, the tree structure of RDT needs to be
redesigned. Between a division-node and a split-node in the forest, one more special
cache needs to be added for recording the clustering results (see Fig. 4.3).
Second, during the training process, when growing the forest, SIPs are different
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from case to case, so we are not able to pre-compute all the locations of hand joint
components groups. As a consequence, our model needs longer time for training than
[85]. However, this new RDF structure does not affect much on the testing phase,
as observed in our experiments. Our approach runs at 55.5 fps on a normal CPU
without any parallelism.
Compared with [85], SIPs have advantages in dealing viewpoint change and errors
in 3D annotation (see Fig. 4.4(b,c,d)). SIPs are less sensitive to both problems,
which are non-trivial to address by previous approaches. Since the limitation of 3D
raw data and viewpoint, from Fig. 4.4 we can see, there are usually some distortedlabeled training data. Take Fig. 4.4(b) as an example, four fingers are bent. However,
when labeling the raw 3D data, the location of the bended finger joints are often
marked on the surface of the 3D point cloud, which is incorrect. As a result, the
geometric structure of the hand seems to have four shorter fingers. Even if we have
the correct labeling, viewpoint change still affects the geometric structure of hand
to some extents. SIP is a better solution than LTM on this issue, and can better
restrain the influence in an acceptable range. This is also proved in our experiments
in Section 4.4.

4.3.3

Training data allocation during tree growing

Training an RDF is very time consuming. The cost increases dramatically with
respect to the number of split-nodes at lower-level layers of a tree. The exponentially
increased training time is intolerable and unnecessary.
Taking a picture of the testing process, we can tell that, at an early stage of
retrieving procedure, both LTM [85] and our proposed SIPs are only reference node
to RBF. Their locations guide RBF to look into the local distinctive features. Though
it is essential to constrain them in the correct sub-region of a hand (segmented hand
parts), their accuracy with the sub-region is not a critical issue. This is because
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Figure 4.4: Ideally, all of these four types of hand pose should have same topology
structure like (a). However, due to viewpoint and the labeling of raw
depth image limitation, (a)(b)(c) and (d) have different hand models.
This figure is best viewed in color.
parental SIPs on early stage will finally be replaced by child SIPs at later stage, then
child SIPs will continue to guide the search process. Of course, the more training
data we use on each stage, the more accurate the output hand pose estimation will
be. However, this is a trade-off between training time and accuracy. We want to
restrict our framework training time tolerable, and plug in as many data samples as
possible in the meantime on each tree growing process.
To achieve this, we introduce our training data allocation strategy for growing a
single RDT T (see Alg. 2). At root of T , instead of using the whole dataset I, we
S
first equally divide it to several non-intersect subset Ii where I = ni=1 Ii . In our
case, we set n to 10,000. At the first stage, only I1 is used for training T . At level 2
S
S
stage, 2i=1 Ii is used for training. At level k stage, ki=1 Ii is used for training. For a
leaf-node, we want the most accurate estimation of hand pose, so we feed the whole
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set I to train the last division-node before reaching leaf-node.
Algorithm 2 Allocating Training Set
S
Require: A set of divided training samples I = ni=1 Ii
Ensure: Il ,Ir
1: function U pdateSet(I, Cl , Cr , level)
2: if Size(Cl ) > 2 then
S
3:
Il ← I Ilevel+1
4: else
S S
5:
Il ← I ( nlevel+1 Ii )
6: if Size(Cr ) > 2 then
S
7:
Ir ← I Ilevel+1
8: else
S S
9:
Ir ← I ( nlevel+1 Ii )
10: return

4.4

Experiments

In this chapter, we use the dataset provided by Tang et al. [85] to test our algorithm. This dataset is captured using Intel R ’s Creative Interactive Gesture Camera
[60] as the depth sensor.
The training set, according to [85], was collected by asking 10 subjects to each
perform 26 different hand postures. Each sequence was sampled at 3fps to produce a
total of 20K images. The ground truth was manually labeled. An in-plane rotation
was used to produce hand-pose training images with different rotation angles, then
the training dataset contains 180K ground truth annotated images in total.
For testing, we follow rigorously [85] and use the same two testing sequences A
and B, which do not overlap with training data. Sequences are produced by another
subject, each containing 1000 frames capturing many different hand poses with severe
scale and viewpoint change. Both sequences start with a clear frontal view of an open
hand. This is to give a better initialization to other state-of-the-art hand pose tracking
algorithm.
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In Section 4.4.1 we evaluate the proposed algorithm against other state-of-theart methods; then in Section 4.4.2 we show some of the results form our hand pose
estimator.

4.4.1

Comparison with other methods

Our framework is a further improvement of the prior work from Tang et al. [85]
and we use the same experiment setting in [85] for comparison. The whole training
dataset is used to train an RDF F . Our dataset allocation strategy restricts the
number of training images during forest growing process. For trees in F , we do not
limit the depth of their structure. In other words, for a tree in our RDF, there may
exists many predecessor RBF split-nodes before a division-node in the tree.
Under these settings, finally, the results are evaluated by a recently proposed
challenging metric from Taylor et al. [88]. During testing, this metric evaluates the
proportion of the testing images that have all estimated hand skeletal joint locations
within a certain maximum distance from the ground truth.
We compare our methods with three other state-of-the-art methods proposed
in [48, 60, 85]. The benchmark of these three state-of-the-art algorithms on the
testing dataset is reported in [85]. We added our experiment results along with theirs
for comparison.
As we can see from Fig. 4.5 (a) and (b), our framework outperforms the latest
state-of-the-art algorithms. At the same time, our results outperform LRF most of
the time.
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(a) Metric (Taylor et al. 2012) of test result on seq. A

(b) Metric (Taylor et al. 2012) of test result on seq. B
Figure 4.5: Experiments results (modified from Fig. 8(c) and (f) in [85]) with our
algorithm (SIPs RDF) shown in a dash-dot green line.
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As noted in [85], consider the two testing sequences, B is more challenge than
A, since B has much more severe scale and viewpoint changes. As a consequence,
our algorithm performs better on A than on B. That said, on both A and B, our
algorithm outperforms previous solutions. An interesting observation noticed is that,
the relative improvement over LRF is smaller on B than on A. In particular, our
algorithm outperforms LRF by a large margin on sequence A, above 8% most of time
(Fig. 4.5); by contrast, on sequence B, the margin is around 2.5% in average. A
possible explanation is that, the LRF algorithm has certain robustness against scale
or viewpoint change. By checking the curves in Fig. 4.5, it is interesting to note that
the performance of LRF on A is similar to (or even worse than) that on B, despite
the fact that B is more challenging than A.
Furthermore, our framework executes in real-time at 55.5 fps, compared with LRF
62.5 fps, the sacrifice of the testing running speed is acceptable, which can still provide
promising real-time running speed.

4.4.2

Some sample results

In Fig. 4.6 we have showed some sample results from our learnt RDF. On left in
(a) we show some success estimation, on right in (b) we show some failure estimation.
The failure estimation may not maintain a normal hand topology structure since no
learnt fixed model guides the limitation. However, our SIPs based framework is more
accuracy on general.
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Figure 4.6: Examples of our results. (a) Success cases. (b) Failure cases - since our
algorithm is not guided by a fixed hand topology model, some skeletal
joints beyond a hand topology structure, such as thumb roots in (b), may
cause problems. This illustration is best viewed in color.

4.5

Conclusion and future work

In this chapter, we further improve the work in [85] and propose a new SIPs based
randomized decision forest (RDF) in order to do a real-time 3D hand pose estimation
using a single depth image. The hand pose estimate framework is not guided by
a certain learnt fixed hand topology model, thus, a more flexible clustering of hand
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skeletal joints can be achieved at each level in a tree of RDF. Under the circumstances
that the input training raw data image labels are restricted by the viewpoint, this
strategy better handles articulations. With sacrifice of very minor running time speed,
still at a real-time level, our implementation outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms.
As for future work, we will investigate the accuracy of this framework on other
highly articulated objects, or other datasets. At the meantime, we are also interested
in parallelize the algorithm to speed up the training process.
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CHAPTER 5

REAL-TIME HAND SKELETON ALIGNMENT
IMPLEMENTATION IN THE WILD BASED ON
COMBINATION OF RGB IMAGE AND DEPTH
MAP

In this chapter, we will build a framework from the ground, targeting the problem
of real-time hand Skeleton alignment in the wild. The sensor we use to build this
framework is the combination of RGB camera and depth sensor, where their geometric
position relation is restricted.
Our system is a workflow contains several algorithms. First we use a Support
Vector Machine (SVM) along with Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) feature
framework to detect the hand precise location in the image. The second step, using
the output of HOG SVM, we filter out the depth map of hand region. Then, a Random
Decision Forest (RDF) based algorithm is used to regress out the final locations of all
hand skeletion/joints. The difficulty lies in the environment setting: wild/open space.
In the first place, the lightening and viewpoint will strongly affect the performance of
HOG SVM framework. In this case, we won’t get a accurate hand locations. Then it
is about the depth sensor. Since we want to use this framework in an open space, some
time the target object may far from the sensor. A clear depth map is in require, but
hard to obtain. In the meantime, actually, we won’t have many choice on commercial
depth sensor with this strict application scenarios. We decided to use MS Kinect 2.0
as our sensor.
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The experiments afterwards show that our system works pretty well in wild/open
space. Besides, on accuracy, our system has also beaten state-of-the-art algorithms.

5.1

Introduction

Along with the wide-range popularity of touch screen technology, people are getting understand the way to interact with computers are not restricted to keyboard
and mouse. As a result, at this time, the human-computer-interaction technology has
stepped into a new stage, approaching the time of hand recognition. However, this
tide is not all plain sailing. Although hand gestrure recognition has already applied in
Entertainment and Gaming market, an accurate hand recognition framewokr which
can work well in the wild/open scenarios is still in a great demand.
People keep wondering what will hand recognition technology affect our daily life?
Imaging this scenario, when someone arrives home, he can turn on TV, air conditioner,
and lights by just waving his hand. With the surpport of hand recognition technology,
this is no longer some Holywood trick in movies, they will appear in our daily work.
The concept of Smart Home is very hot these days, manufacturers are embeding this
technology to their products, not these simple turn on/off operations, but also some
complicate operations like switch channels, adjust volumes etc.
As we can see, this demand of hand recognition system is imminent. Motivated by
the market demand, in this chapter, we have built a hand recognition system working
in a wild/open scenario. The sensors are a normal RGB camera and a MS Kinect
2.0. The bottom algorithm we use are related to HOG, SVM, RDF etc.

5.2

Problem Formulation

The system framework includes two main modular, the first modular is to detect t
the location of hand. Meanwhile the second modular is to detect the accurate skeleton
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joint locations.

(a) Multi-scale

(b) Self-occulusion

(c) Viewpoint

(d) Diversity

Figure 5.1: In depth map, we may not always have a clear open hand. Here are
some examples of different 3D hand gesture pose. We want to find out a
way to recognize all situations, and handles all Multi-scale, Self-occlusion,
Viewpoint, Diversity.
For the first modular, we consider it as a detection problem. Given a RGB image
input and output a bounding box of hands exist in the image. We decide to use HOG
as feature and output them to SVM. The SVM will then classify each sliding window
to find out hand location.
For the second modular, we consider it as a regression problem. Given a clear
depth map of a single hand, we want the algorithm to output the precise locations of
all hand skeleton joints. For a regression problem like this, we decide to use a RDF
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framework, and convert the problem to a devide-and-conquer search problem.
The most difficult part lies in the second modular, since for a sinle hand, we have
different scales (Fig. 5.1 column (a)), self-occlusions (Fig. 5.1 column (b)), different
viewpoint and angles (Fig. 5.1 column (c)), and hand gesture pose diversity (Fig. 5.1
column (d)). Meanwhile, the 16 hand joints locations are required as output. This is
to say, our one single RDF model must handle all situations, and gives out accurate
16 hand skeleton joint locations all at the same time, in a single devide-and-conquer
search process.

5.3

Algorithms

The algorithms behind our two main modular in the system is described in the
section. In section 5.3.1 we will introduce HOG SVM classifier. In section 5.3.2, we
will give implementation detailed of our RDF framework.

5.3.1

HOG and SVM

HOG is what we call Histogram of Oriented Gradient. It is a feature descriptor in Computer Vision and Image Processing when we want to conducting a
object detection. It is composed by calculating and counting the statistic data of
histogram of oriented gradient in image’s local area. The combination of HOG and
SVM classifier has been broadly used in Image Recognition, especially in human face
detection. What need to remind is that this combination is proposed by Dalal etc.
[20] in CVPR 2005, even though they use the framework for human detection, it is
proved that it works pretty well also for object detection. Especially for those object
with few or meaningless inner texture.
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Figure 5.2: A brief illustrate of HOG calculation.
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In machine learning, Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are supervised learning
models. They are associated learning algorithms that analyze data used for Classification and Regression. Given a set of training examples, each marked for belonging
to one of two categories (in out case, either the bounding box is a hand or not a
hand), an SVM training algorithm builds a model that assigns new examples into one
category or the other, making it a non-probabilistic binary linear classifier.

Figure 5.3: Maximum-margin hyperplane and margins for an SVM trained with samples from two classes. Samples on the margin are called the support
vectors.
An SVM model is a representation of the examples as points in space, mapped
so that the examples of the separate categories are divided by a clear gap that is as
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wide as possible. New examples are then mapped into that same space and predicted
to belong to a category based on which side of the gap they fall on.
In addition to performing linear classification, SVMs can efficiently perform a
non-linear classification using what is called the kernel trick, implicitly mapping their
inputs into high-dimensional feature spaces. In hand bouding box classification, the
HOG feature will have thousands of dimensions, we have to use kernal to map these
features so that we can train a SVM.

5.3.2

Random Decision Forests (RDF)

That basic idea is as same as Chapter 4. In Chapter 4 Section 4.3, we have
described the details of RDF framework, in this section, we will digging out more
details of the implementation in random characteristics. In other words, how do we
exactly choose Random Binary Features (RBFs) during tree growing.

5.3.2.1

Choose the Right RBF

The RBF in a single decisiion tree can be described as a tuple. A single split-node
learnt in the tree contains a tuple ψ = ({V1 , V2 }, τ, ρc ).
To learn an optimal ψ ∗ , first a set of randomly generated tuples ψi = ({Vi1 , Vi2 }, ∼
, ρc ) are proposed, where ∼ stands for the parameter τ that will be determined later.
Let Ij be one of the depth image in I. For all {Vi1 , Vi2 } and ρc , a set of depth
differences are calculated using Eq. 4.3-2, and they formed a feature value space.
Then this space is divided into o parts evenly, this division corresponds to a set
τ = {τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τo }. The tuples set is completed as ψio = ({Vi1 , Vi2 }, τo , ρc ) ∈ Ψ,
and they are called RBF candidates. For all these candidates, the tuple ψ ∗ with
the highest information gain is selected for node v. The information gain function is
defined as
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where ΣI(·) is the sample covariance matrix of the set of vectors {ρ{l,r} −ρc | Ij ∈ I},
and tr(·) is the trace function, and ρ{l,r} = mean{pij | i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , m, Ij ∈ I{l,r} (ψi )}.
Then the ψ ∗ ∈ Ψ with highest information gain is recorded. Consequently, I is
divided into Il (ψ ∗ ) and Ir (ψ ∗ ), and are used for further training of RBF split-node in
tree T . This process is repeated until information gain falls below a pre-set threshold.

5.3.2.2

RBF’s Physical Sence

The physical sence of

{l,r}
PCm

s

tr(ΣICtm s ) is to measure the extent of dispersed be-

tween the value of shift vectors. In all three dimension ∆x, ∆y, ∆d, their variances
are summed. If the formular has a small value, then the shift is more concentrate,
otherwise, it is more spread out.
Meanwhile, for information gain, it is pretty much the same. When training
sample data set is devided to two parts, the information gain will give a measure to
how data are distributed. If the information gain is quite small, then we can come
to the conclusion that the training sample set contains only one class of hand pose
gestures. Otherwise, current training set may contains two or more classes of hand
pose gestures.
RBFs are calculated again and again during training process. Aiming to divide
the whole training data set to small groups only contains one single class of hand
pose gestures. The process is repeated through all training stages.

5.4

Experiment Results and Implement Configuration

Training data set: 22044 depth images, 12 object with 20 hand pose gestures.
Testing data set: 702 images, with background and noise.
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Training time: About 6480 second per random desicion tree.
Tree node number: About 118025 vertex’s in each random desicion tree.
The following illustrations show the experiment resuilts of the RDF with 16 trees.
We compare our results with start-of-the-art algorithm [84]. As we can see from the
figures, our system outperfomrs [84]. Need to be aware that our implementation don’t
have a hand position initialization. Instead, we are employing HOG SVM framework
to help use locate the target hand.

Figure 5.4: The mean error distance of predicted hand skeleton joint locations. LTM
[84] is an oral paper from CVPR 2014. Compared with state-of-the-art
algorithms, as we can see, our implementation achieves better results.
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Figure 5.5: The ratio of correct predict. The measurement of correct is defined by
Taylor etc. 2013 as if all predicted hand skeleton joint locations fall within
the maximum allowed error distance.
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Figure 5.6: Relationship between number of trees within RDF and correct predict
ratio. Maximum allowed error distance is set to 40 mm at this time.
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Figure 5.7: Relationship between configuration of RDF and computing time for one
single frame. Besides tree number, single frame computing time is also
highly rely on vertex number within a single random desicion tree, the
more vertex’s a tree has, the longer the computing time.
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CHAPTER 6

GPU BOOSTED DEEP LEARNING IN
REAL-TIME FACE ALIGNMENT

In this Chapter, we have proposed a novel Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
structure, aiming to solve the problem of face alignment.

6.1
6.1.1

Introduction
Face Alignment

Real-time Face Alignment is the problem to estimate facial landmark (key point)
locations. It is critical for face analysis, it has been studied extensively in recently
years. For academia, research work among this line is challenging when face images
have extreme poses, lighting, expressions, and occlusions etc. Besides, FA is also
a fundamental component in all face analysis algorithms mentioned above. For industry, once having these facial key point locations, many impossible applications
becomes reachable. For an example shown in Fig. 1.4, for automatic facial image
beautification, accurate localization of facial landmarks often determines the quality
of the performance. A robust FA algorithm is in great demand.
Detection faces in photos are critical in intelligent applications. However, this is
far from enough for modern application scenarios. Many application requires accurate
localization of facial landmarks. Face Alignment (FA) is critical for face analysis, it
has been studied extensively in recently years. For academia, research work among
this line is challenging when face images have extreme poses, lighting, expressions,
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and occlusions etc. Besides, FA is also a fundamental component in all face analysis
algorithms. For industry, once having these facial key point locations, many impossible applications becomes reachable. A robust FA algorithm is in great demand.

6.1.2

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

As a result, we shift our attention to human face analysis in RGB images. We
developed our proposed Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) on Deep Learning
framework Caffe while employing a GPU server of 8 NVIDIA TitanX GPUs. Once
finalized the CNN structure, thousnads of human-labelled face image data are used to
train the proposed CNN on a GPU server cluster with 2 nodes connected by Infinite
Band. Each node has 4 NVIDIA K-40 GPU on its own. Our framework outperforms
deep learning state-of-the-art algorithms.
We are addressing this problem by employing Deep Learning (DL) technology.
Research work among DL has made a great progress in FA task. The implement of
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) has fulfilled this demand, and thus makes it
practical to some applications. Training a CNN requires massive computing time.
Without GPU computing technology, this amount of time is intolerable. The task of
training a CNN requires parallel computing on all neurons, each single neuron training
thread has identical computing operation, and is independent to other neurons. This
character makes CNN training procedure perfect to GPU computing technology. On
GPU Technology Conference (GTC) 2016, we have proposed a CNN on DL framework
Caffe [42] while employing a GPU server of 8 NVIDIA TitanX GPUs. Once finalized
the CNN structure, we plug in tons of human-labelled face image data to train the
proposed CNN on a GPU server cluster with 2 nodes connected by Infinite Band.
Each node has 4 NVIDIA K-40 GPU on its own. On public benchmark dataset
(http://ibug.doc.ic.ac.uk/home) our proposed method performs better results among
other state-of-the-art algorithms.
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Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) is comprised of one or more convolutional
layers (with a down-sampling step) and then followed by one or more fully connected
layers. We take advantage of this typical multilayer neural network in Deep Learning,
and want to address a regression task. The architecture of a CNN is designed to carry
information of the 2D structure within an input image (or other 2D input such as
a speech signal). In image recognition, a CNN consists of multiple layers of small
neuron collections which process portions of the input image, called receptive fields.
The outputs of these collections are then tiled so that their input regions overlap, to
obtain a better representation of the original image; this is repeated for every such
layer. We use CNN deep learning framework to resolve our facial landmarks location
regression task.

6.2

Framework

We develop our CNN model based on the DL framework Caffe [43]. Once finalized
the CNN structure, we feed tons of human-labelled facial images to train the model
on a GPU server cluster with two nodes connected by Infinite Band. Each node has
four NVIDIA K-40 GPU on its own.

6.3

Experiment Results

On the IBUG public benchmark dataset (http://ibug.doc.ic.ac.uk/home), our
method performs the best among state-of-the-art algorithms [107, 27].
We report our results on the same metrics as [107, 27], mean error. The mean
error is measured by the distances between estimated landmarks and the ground
truths, and normalized with respect to the inter-ocular distance [107] or outer-ocular
distance [27]. Please see Fig. 6.2.
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Figure 6.1: Workflow of the proposed FA algorithm (left), and the structure of the
proposed CNN model, including 11 convolutional layers (conv) [81, 51], 4
average pooling layers, and 2 fully connected (fc) layers.
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Figure 6.2: Average mean error accuracy comparison.

Figure 6.3: Selected sample images from benchmark database [107, 27].
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This thesis has presented our research work on analyzing 3D type image data. The
research work is summaried in 2 aspects: classification and regression. They are two
main categories of algorithms in computer vision research. Classification algorithm
helps us categorize 3D image texture pattern. On the other hand, regression algorithm
helps us to regress the exact location/coordinates of certain highly-articulated object
(hand). When we extend our reach from 2D images (such as photos, paintings) to 3D
images (such as 3D point cloud, CBCT), the details of implementing these algorithms
are presented.
This chapter summarizes the algorithms and discusses potential directions for
future research. In section 7.2, there is also some description about the undergoing
research work.

7.1

Conclusion

We have develop a class of algorithms for 3D type input image data analysis, including 3D texture pattern features extraction, 3D tissue structure classification, 3D
randomized binary features extraction, randonmized decision forest based segmentation index points extraction.
In chapter 2, according to the common knowledge that variations in trabecular
bone texture are known to be correlated with bone diseases, such as osteoporosis,
we propose a Multi-Feature Multi-ROI (MFMR) approach for analyzing trabecular
patterns inside the oral cavity using Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT)
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volumes. For each dental CBCT volume, a set of features including fractal dimension,
multi-fractal spectrum and gradient based features are extracted from eight RegionsOf-Interest (ROI) to address the low image quality of trabecular patterns. All the
features we extracted here are from 3D type input image data. One of our research
work contributions lies in extending 2D feature extract algorithms to 3D case.
Then, we use Generalized Multi-Kernel Learning (GMKL) to effectively fuse these
features for distinguishing trabecular patterns from different groups. To validate the
proposed method, we apply it to distinguish trabecular patterns from different genderage groups.
On a six genderage group classification problem using a dental CBCT dataset containing 96 volumes, our method achieves a promising average accuracy of 96.1%, and
significantly outperforms baseline methods (approaches without the feature fusion).
In chapter 3 , we evaluate the efficiency of our proposed framework in chapter
2. After adding a feature selection hypothesis test, we propose a feature selection
approach.
The results of our experiments supported the use of CBCT for the analysis of
bone mineral density. Though the detailed trabecular structure is unavailable due
to the low resolution used in clinical data, the texture pattern in CBCT still carries
useful information reflecting statistics of trabecular patterns, such as the density and
regularity of the bone structures. Furthermore, though the CBCT measurement may
be distorted from the CT values, some structure-relevant features (e.g., those based on
fractal analysis) can still provide discriminative information for separating different
trabecular patterns.
It is highly desirable that the 3D imaging tests used in dentistry are fully exploited
to generate the maximum diagnostic information related to systemic conditions such
as osteoporosis. Above all, the exploration we carried out also showed that rich
texture descriptors such as intensity histograms and multifractal spectrum can provide
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complementary or more discriminative information than previously proposed simple
texture descriptors.
In chapter 4, 5, we propose a real-time 3D hand pose estimation algorithm
using a randomized decision forest framework. Our algorithm takes a depth image as
input and generates a set of skeletal joints as output. Previous decision forest-based
methods often give labels to all points in a point cloud at a very early stage and vote
for the joint locations. By contrast, our algorithm only tracks a set of more flexible
virtual landmark points, named Segmentation Index Points (SIPs), before reaching
the final decision at a leaf node.
We further improve the work in [85] and propose a new SIPs based randomized
decision forest (RDF) in order to do a real-time 3D hand pose estimation using a
single depth image. The hand pose estimate framework is not guided by a certain
learnt fixed hand topology model, thus, a more flexible clustering of hand skeletal
joints can be achieved at each level in a tree of RDF. Under the circumstances that
the input training raw data image labels are restricted by the viewpoint/distortion,
this strategy better handles articulations.
Our contribution includes introducing a new randonmized binary 3D image descripter, which we call RBF, along with a novel adaptive inference key points, which
we call SIPs. The assembly of them within a RDF framework forms our final solution to hand pose regression problem. With sacrifice of very minor running time
speed, still at a real-time level, our implementation on public benchmark datasets
show clearly the advantage of the proposed algorithm over previous state-of-the-art
methods, and runs at 55.5 fps on a normal CPU without parallelism.
In chapter 6, we use deep learning technology for the first time to solve realtime face alignment problem. On a public benchmark dataset, our proposed CNN
framework outperforms current state-of-the-art algorithms. At the same time, the
time cost of the algorithm is only 20ms per-frame on a normal laptop without GPU
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computing, which make it hard real-time possible.

7.2

Future work

In the future, 3D sensors will be more and more common for use in our domestic
life, and with the help of deep learning, “We want to take AI to wonderful new places,”
Hinton says, “where no person, no student, no program has gone before.” [51]
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